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Chapter I—Scope of Work,
The word "Goramunication" according to
Webster has the following definitions:
(1, Act or fact of communicating.
(2, Intercourse by words, letters, etc,
(3. That which is communicated or imparted,
(4, Act or means of communicating or passing
from place to place; a connecting passage,
A study of recent social trends sub-
divides the agencies of communication into three main
1
parts. The first, transportation, includes a study of
railroads, motor vehicles, air and ocean transportation.
The second, the agencies of point to point communication
includes the postal service, telegraph, cable and wireless
services and telephones. The third, the agencies of mass
impression include newspapers and periodicals, the motion
pictures and radio broadcasting.
From the above and from the scanning of
the table of contents it will be evident at once that the
title "Unification of Communications" is misleading.
Perhaps the title should read "Unification of Specific
Agencies of Communication",
The word unification and its use in
this particular case may have various meanings.
1, Willey, Malcolm M, and Rice, Stewart A, Chap. 4.
The Agencies of Communications from Receht Social Trends-
Report of the President's Research Committee on Social
Trends— 1933, New York; McCraw Hill Book Co,

2We shall use the term very broadly. For instance we shall
show in the history where consolidation will be a form of
unification; another example will be the use of a holding
company as a type of unification; and another might be the
attainment of unification through government ownership of
all communications.
I shall take most of the present scope of
the word "Communications "as defined in the "Communications
Act of 1934," quoting from Section 1 "interstate and foreign
commerce in communications by wire and radio."
The work will not be concerned with the
entire radio set-up. More specifically this work will be
concerned with the unification of our telephone, telegraph,
cable and radio point to point communications within the
United States and with foreign countries
•
Aim-Best Possible Communications System-Let us return to
Section 1 of the "Comminicat ions Act of 1934" to find just
what the best communications system would be» I quote
•
"For the purpose of regulating interstate
and foreign commerce in communication by wire and radio so
as to make available, so far as possible, to all people of
the United States a rapid, efficient. Nation-wide, and
world-wide wire and radio communication service with
adequate facilities at reasonable charges, for the purpose

3of securing a more effective execution of the policy by
centralizing authority . . • ""Bhe Federal Communications
Commission" was established.
Let us examine this statement more carefully.
It contains the elem-ents of the best possible communication
system. The phrase "to all the people of the United States,''
is significant in that the communication system shall not be
conducted solely with mercenary ends in viev/ but shall be a
"nation wide service." It shall be something like our
post office system. It extends everywhere that our people
are located. Not only this, but the service shall be
"world-wide ,
"
Our roads and railways have been described
as arteries of a nation; out telephone and telegraph have
been described as the nervous system of a nation,
"Adequate facilities at reasonable charge"
affects us all,"' What shall be the interpretation of the
world adequate? Shall it be interpreted to mean adequate
for all emergencies in the remotest of districts or for the
ordinary conduct of business? Of course this is a quest:ion
for the courts. The mere fact, nevertheless, that they
shall be "adequate" is enough. Reasonable charge brings
the question of tariff. Shall it be what the traffic
will bear? Or shall they be reasonable in that they
provide for maintenance, depreciation, a return on fixed
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capital and provide for constant development?
"For the purpose of national defense" is
obviously interpreting our coimuni cat ions system as an
instrument of war. This shall be incidental to the purpose
of this work.
The two words "rapid, efficient" I have pur-
posely saved until last. They are the essence of a comrr.unic-
ation system. The word rapid signifies speed. Efficiency,
in this case, is synonymous with accuracy. It is not nec-
essary to mention that speedy and accurate communications
save and will save many dollars to industry and society.
We will have the edge on our competitors in foreign markets.
Lives will be saved. Human wants , satisfied more quickly.
There will be a better coordination of supply and demand.
Inventories may be kept lower.
Questions involved in our communications
system are social, economic, moral, commercial, scientific,
1
military, political, national and international. Of this
many angled problem that v/ill be under consideration, it
might be well to limit ourselves to those primarily of
social, economic, commercial and national significance.
We may touch on the others to a slight extent.
Attainment of Aim. -A study of our present system of com-
munication discloses duplication, lack of coordination and
1. Judson, K. B. Selected Articles on G-overnment Ownership
of Telegraph and Telephone-1914 New York-Wilson.

5lack of unification. We will be concerned in this work in
pointing out these facts in our present system. To do this
we shall take up the history, development and present organ-
ization of communications ,technically and industrially.
It will be necessary to study social controls which have
been exercised. Prom this study we may show weaknesses
existing, the present coordination and competition, means
of obtaining coordination where it does not now exist.
This leads us to a drawing of a conclusion in which we shall
give the testimony of leaders in the industry, the obstacles
they face and the practicability of unification.

6Part II
Chapter II—Technical Development of Communications,
Before 1854 Inventions are not as a rule the result of
happenings overnight, but they are an outgrowth of ideas.
In quoting from a popular work, "An invention cannot be
made unless the elements which form its base are in existence
Let us look at some of the elements of inventions before we
take up the accredited inventors.
The first communication was a grunt between
prehistoric men. The "struggle for increased distance of
2
communication has ever been present," First it took the
form of waving arms and couriers. In 1775 signal lights,
code and word of mouth courier were the means which Paul
Revere used, Longfellovf' s poem says, "aloft in the belfrey
3
arch of the North Church tower as a signal light,"
His means was almost as prosaic as King
4
Agamennon who used a line of beacon fires. This means of
distant communication was also mentioned in the Bible. Our
own North American Indians used this means. An improvement
was the invention of Claude Chappe in France who transmitted
signals by means of the heliograph which were mirrors for
reflection of sunlight. This was long employed by armed
forces.
Back in the 16th Century we have the first
1, Ogburn, W, P, with assistance of Gilfillan, S. C.
The Influence of Invention and Discovery, Chap. 3. pg 123
from work Recent Social Trends,
a* Miller, Kempster Blanchard . .Telephone Theory and Practice
1930-New York-McCraw Hill-adapted from pg 4
3 • Ibid pg 7.
4* Keir, R. M..The March of Coramerce-1927-Nev/ Haven-Yale .Univ
Press, pgs 239-257

7suggestion of anything which pertained to the telegraph.
Magic needles were used and it was thought that they convoy-
ed infornation.
Leading up to the development of the present
means of electrical communications we have many men.
In 1600 Willisjn Gilbert, physician to Queen Elizabeth,
collected and published scattered data with reference to
electricity. Otto Guerlcke in 1671 constructed first
frictional electricity. Von Kleist and Aineus of Leyden
in 1745 and 1746 discovered the leyden jar. This is the
great grandfather of the electric battery and is synomious
v/ith our present condensers,
A side light on the development about this
time is given by an official of the Radio Corporation of
1
Am.erica whom we quote,
'At one time in the eighteenth century, about
1780, frogs' legs were very popular as electrical indicators
and were widely used by scientists of the day in various
electrical experiments. It happened that the wife of
Al07/sius Galvani was preparing a dish of frogs' legs for the
scientist's dinner at the same time that one of the scien-
tist's assistants was v/orking with a static machine nearby,
Mme, Salvani happened to touch a sensitive nerve in one of
the frogs' legs with the point of a knife, whereupon the
1, Bercher, E.E,,A Resume of Early Radio Development.
Chap. 1 pg 14 book entitled "The Radio Industry" 1928
Chicago-A. W. Shaw.

8frog^s leg kicked and struggled as though alive. The
experiment was repeated, the news spread throughout the
scientific world, and soon there ensued a demand for frog's
legs which temporarily exceeded the supply.
Householders found they could be used as storm indicators
in the summer, as they would convulse upon the approach of
an electrical storm, frequently when the storm was at a
distance. Progs' legs maintained a prominent place in
electrical experimental work from 1780 until 1830."
Benjamin Franklin was not only a statesman
but a scientist of a high degree. In his famous kite
1
experiment he drew lightning from the clouds to a leyden jar.
This current when discharged, was alternating current.
It remained for Volta, an Italian scientist,
in 1790 to construct the forerunner of our present electric
battery. This consisted of zinc and copper plates with wet
pasteboard in between. This chemical disintegration continued
until the zinc plates were almost completely destroyed.
The year 1827 marked the discovery by
Professor Savary that the discharge of a leyden jar would
induce magnetism in a steel needle placed in the vicinity of
the spark discharge,
2
Cooke and Wheatstone first brought the elec-
1, Ibid pg 16
2, Encyclopedia Britannica-Telegraph

9trical telegraph from the experimental stage to commercial
enterprise in 1836, The idea appears to have been sugf^ested
by Schilling whereby an alphabet was worked out by the single
and combined movements of three needles. After which, joint-
ly with ViHie at stone they introduced another form in which
five vertical needles were employed, each needle point to a
letter of the alphabet. This arrangement required six wires
to work. This system was used for some time along the
British railroads.
The Telegraph- Around October 6, 1832 while on board
the packet ship Scully, sailing from Havre for New York
Samuel P. B* Morse, an artist, was told of recent European
electrical experiments at a dinner by a Doctor Jackson,
This, and the fact that while studying at Yale University
under Professors Day and Silliman reinforced him with an
1
idea which had lain dormant for some time. Let us examine
what was needed in the original conceptions of the Morse
2
recording telegraph,
"l, A knowledge that soft wire, bent in the form of a horse-
shoe, could be magnetized by sending a galvanic current
through a coil wound round the iron, and that it would lose
its magnetism when the current was suspended,
"2, A knowledge that such a magnet had been made to lift
1, Morse, E, L, .Samuel P. B. Morse Letters and Journals-
1914-Boston, Hougton Mifflin Vol.2., pg 3,
2, Ibid pg 14
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and drop masses of iron of considerable weight.
"3. A knowledge, or a belief, that the galvanic current
could be transmitted through wires of great length,"
Morse employed but a single circuit of wires.
This was the element of his success. The instrument was
simple. The fact that he invented a code, which is used even
to the present day helped bring his invention from the theo-
retical stage to that of commercial significance. The
original invention recorded the dots and dashes on a paper
strip which was decoded by the receiving operator. Grad-
ually operators did away with the strip of paper and recorded
alone by the sound.
In 1837 he applied for a patent on the
1
•'American Electromagnetic Telegraph", It was not until 1844
that the first commercial telegraph, constructed from Federal
Funds, was in operation betv/een Baltimore and Washington,
It is to be regretted that there was not a trained electri-
cian in charge of making the cable, which was to be placed
underground. This lead to the construction of an overhead
wire which v^orked satisfactorily and was a success. Grad-
ually railroads recognized the usefullnoss of this means of
communication and it v/as universally adopted.
Printing telegraphs have been in the process
of development almost from the start of telegraphy. We
1. Corapton' s Picture Encyclopedia-1925-Chicago-F ,E , Gompton
Vol. 6 pg 2330
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have \Vheat stone who devised a perforated tape which would,
when fed through a machine, ounch out a message much like
1
the present teletype machines.
In 1876 we find that the Western Union had
at the Centenial Exposition in Philadelphia a "marvelous
2
exhibition of printing telegraphs." This corporation had
organized in 1867 a subsidiary, the "Gold and Stock Telegraph
3
Co," The concern furnished, automatic pr-inteiv? to its mem-
4
bers some of which attained the speed of sixty words a minute,
Kov/evei^, the Trholo telegraph field did not
start its automatic equipment of the industry until the per-
fection of the so-called simplex printer in 1925. This was
designed by the Morkum-Kleinschmidt Corporation, now the pres-
5
ent Teletype Corporation.
It is worth noting that Bell was engaged
not v/ith the invention of the telephone, when ais great
invention startled the world, but with the multiplication
6
of channels of communication over existing wires. In 1918,
7
repeaters and carrier currents v;ere developed. These are
a combination of the works of many men, Edison, Dolbear
1, Encyclopedia Britannic-Telegraph
2, Gasson, Herbert N.,Th6 History of the Telephone-1922
Chicago-A,C,HcClurg & Co. pg 36
3, Productivity and Displacement of Labor in Ticker Tele-
graph Work, Monthly Labor Review-vol 34-ps 1269-77
June 1932,
4, Casson, H,B. The History of the Telephone, 1922-Chicago
A.C. McClurg & Co, pg 59
5, Author* s Personal Experience and Commercial and Financial
Chronicle, vol 124-pg 2007-8 Apr 2, 1927-Annual report
Western Union,
6, Casson, H,B.. The History of the Telephone Ibid pg 25
7, Ogburn, W.F, with assistance of Gilfillan, S.C.
Ch III The Influence of Invention and Discovery-From
Recent Social Trends-1933 New York-McGraw Hill pg 152
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and Gray were leaders. First came the duplex then the
multiplex systems of telegraphic communications.
The Telephone, From the above we can see that the way v/as
paved for the telephone. It required only that someone
specialized in auricle sensations combined with a knowledge
of the fundamental laws of Electricity take up the work,
Alexander Graham Bell seems to be the best fitted man for
this work. The history of the development of the telephone
has been a matter of chance. The right men have been found
at the most opportune moment.
In April 1871 Bell established the "School
of Vocational Physiology" in Boston while a professor at
Boston University, He thought that if soun'-". vibratibns
could be recorded the deaf could be made to speak. A Dr.
1
Clarence J, Blake helped him by supplying a dead man's ear.
From shouting into the ear and attaching a stylus to the
inner drum to record its mark on smoked glass he was able to
record the wave length of speech. This gave the conception
of the membrane telephone to that wizard mind.
On March 10, 1876 the telephone talked-
It said "Mr. Watson, come here I v/ant you," On Bell's
twenty ninth birthday he received his patent, ^^o, 174, 465-
*
2
the most valuable single patent ever issued,"
1. Casson, H,B, The History of the Telephone -1922 Chicago
A.C. McClurg Co. pg 26
2, Ibid T)g 33
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At this stage we have Edison, Dolbear and
Gray claiming the original invention of the telephone but
in reality, they introduced the carbon transmitter. It was
Emile Berliner in 1877 who invented the transmitter as we
1
now know it. His patent "took the wind out of Edison's
sails ,
"
In the beginning the telephone used the ground
circuit, like the telegraph, for the return wire, Hov/ever,
as time went on it was discovered that too many sounds entered
into the conversation. It was J. J, Carty who first used
2
the "metallic circuit."
The year 1882 marked the beginning of the
underground wires for the telephone. They were laid along
about five miles of railroad track in Attleborough, Massach-
3
usetts.
Jacobs and Carty jointly produced the phantom
4
circuit to take the place of additional wires. Michael J,
Pupin of Columbia University produced the idea of "loading" a
telephone line. This enabled the voice to carry further.
Its functions are much like the telegraph relay which gives
the signal new intensity. The construction of the telephone
exchange is still going on and reached its peak in the
automatic exchange.
1. Ibid pg 81
2. Ibid pg 123
3. Ibid Dg 129
4 Ibid og 138
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Cable- In 1842 we have the first submarine cable
laid under New York Harbor. In 1856 the Atlantic Telegraph
Company was formed by Cyrus Fields, an American; Mr. J, W,
Brett and Mr, Charles Bright, in London, Thi?- company
took over the defunct New York, Newfoundland and London
1
Telegraph Co. which had exclusive land rights in America,
Thence he proceeded to lay a cable between St. Johns,
8
Newfoundland and Cape Breton, Canada. The first contact,
after four failures, was made across the Atlantic on August
5, 1858. In 1865 the Great Eastern laid a cable and follow-
ed it by another in the next year which were both successful.
Since this time cable communications have never ceased with
Europe,
In discussing a new permalloy cable laid in
1924 the Western Union in a circular to its employees gives
a history of cable development:
"So crude and so comparatively primitive were
the methods employed in operating the first cable in 1866
that the speed of transmission was limited to the receiving
operator's ability to follow the movements of a narrow, two
inch beam of light cast by the reflection of an oil lamp in
a miniature mirror attached to the needle of a galvanometer,
Y/hen the sending operator, using the Continental Morse Code,
wanted to signal a dot, he transmitted a negative electric
1, Chronology of the Development of Communication by Wire
and Wireless-Congressional Digest Vol.9 pg 98-100
April 1930
2. Compton's Picture Encyclopedia Vol.2, pg 560
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current through the cable causing the needle of the galvan-
ometer to sway left; when dash, he transmitted a positive
current and the needle swung right. The r-eceiving operat-
or was obliged to follow the reflecting beam religiously
and simultaneously record the code characters. At best,
it was a slow process because of its small message-handling
capacity, and the rate was flOO«00 for twenty words,
"When, a fev; years later, Lord Kelvin, a
British scientist, eminent among cable pioneers, invented
the famous siphon-recorder, (a tiny, hollow tube of glass
that replaced the mirror on the galvanometer needle and, when
perpendicularly suspended from it, functioned like a pen
and traced out a permanent ink scroll of the needle's
movements on a roll of paper tape slowly unwinding beneath)
,
he manifestly reduced the chances for error on the part of
the receiving operator and made it possible to slightly
increase the speed."
The invention of the "magnifier" which in-
creased the speed of output about 35^ and the 'rotary-
regenerator' which entirely eliminated the retransmission
of messages from the invariably remote location of seaside
cable stations to ^ more conveniently situated Interioi*
termin^il office
.
"All of these improvements, hov/ever, were
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in the type of apparatus used in operating the cables and
little, if anything, was accomplished in the improvement
of the construction of the cable itself until the invention
of 'Permalloy'. This super-metal, under certain conditions,
so effectively supplenents the conductive properties of
ordinary copper that when wrapped as a thin ribbon around
the copper conductor of a submarine cable gives the cable the
1
unprecedented speed of 2,500 letters per minute."
At the present time there is in the process
of construction a cable which will be designed to carry
speech under the Atlantic, in addition to cable messages.
Radio- Many of the events leading up to the
discovery of radio were discussed under the telegraph.
These are magnetism, leyden jars, electric generating mach-
ines. However, it was the discoveries of Hertz and the
2
scientific observations made by Branly, Lodge and Popoff,
which when brought to the attention of Guglielmo Marconi
at his father's estate in Bologna, Italy which lead to
transmission of energy by induction and the development
of the coherer, or detector. It was not until June 1,
1398 that he "applied for a patent which clearly sets
forth the apparatus and devices for accurate tuning of
3
the radio transmitter and receiver."
1. The whole of this information is taken from an undated,
unsigned report believed to have been mimeographed
around 1925, The author obtained it from the files of
the Western Union,
2. Bucher, E.E, -Early Radio Development from book The Story
of Radio pg 26
3. Ibid pg 30
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A large number of patents were issued to inventors of r'^dio
apparatus between 1901 and 1914 among whom were Pes sender,
DeForest, Shoemaker, Stone, Kolster, Pickard, Armstrong
and others.
On December 12, 1901 the historic letter "S"
was heard across the Atlantic, with Marconi at the receiver
1
in St. Johns, Newfoundland.
The detector or coherer, as it was previously
called was the weakest -ooint of these earlier transmitters.
In 1905 Plemniing introduced the "detector valve" followed
shortly by improvements by DePorest and others. They also
developed the amplifier tubes.
The development of the Alexander Alternator,
radio beams, direction finders, and short waves have all
contributed their part to the development of the industry.
1. Ibid pg 36
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Chapter III—Commercial Development and Organization
1.
The Telephone
Early Finance- To care for the early business Bell early
turned over to his father-in-law, Gardiner G, Hubbard, as
a trustee, the rights under the Bell patent. Shortly afterward
there was formed the Bell Telephone Association, composed
of Gardiner G, Hubbard, Thomas A« Saunders, Alexander G. Bell
and Thomas A. Watson, In a moment of discouragement the
patent was offered to the Western Union for !*J00,000 which
was refused by President Ortis, He said "What use could
this company make of an electrical toy?"
It was not until exchange equipment came into
vogue that the real use of the telephone was irecognized/
.
This was first used in Boston in May 1877 and New Haven in
January 1878, It was found that owners wished short lines
and extended communication. Therefore the New England
Telephone Company was organized under the Massachusetts
laws the following year. This company had exclusive
privileges in New England,
On July 30, 1878 the Bell Telephone Comoany
was incorporated in Massachusetts to do business in the rest
of the United States and Canada, The stock went to the
Bell Telephone Association, Then the original association
went out of existence. These companies were not operating
1. Stehman, J, Warren,, The Financial History of the
American Telephone and Telegraph Gompany-1925 Boston and
New York-Houghton and Mifflin-All data relative to the




companies but leas-d phones to operating companies with
usually the stipulation that the lessor companies had the
option of buying the operating coii5)anies at the expiration
of the lease.
Early in 1879 the two existing companies
needed funds. The National Bell Telephone Company was
chartered on March 13, 1879 in Massachusetts. This com-
pany took over the proceeding companies.
About this time the Gold and Stock Company,
a subsidiary of the Western Union, had been operating
machines that were somewhat similar to our present day tickers
only the subscribers had a transmitting machine in their
offices. Gradually they were replaced by telephones.
Western Union set up the American Speaking Telephone Company
with an agreement whereby the G-ray and Dolbear patents were
bought, Edison developed a carbon transmitter for them.
The transmitter offered by this company was much better than
the original telephone transmitter, Blake came along short-
ly to the Bell Company with an improved transmitter and the
remedy was effective. However, the fact that the telegraph
company went into the telephone business and the long court
suit which followed, brought to the telephone company
prestige and what was .needed more-capital. The telephone
was not a toy.

20
The American Bell Telephone Company Under Monopoly 1380-1895'
The National Bell Telephone Company was
succeeded by the American Bell Telephone Company In 1880 In
Massachusetts as additional capital was necessary. This
company was under the leadership of President Forbes.
Theodore N, Vail was Greneral Manager, At this period there
began a formulation of a definite policy for the control of
associated companies. The early licensing arrangements
terminated with these companies thus making the charting of
a future course imperative.
These early associate companies could have
been bought by the parent company at this time but there was
little hope that the necessary capital could be secured.
The Bell system decided to tear up those contracts where
consent was obtained and permanent ones were substituted.
This made an arrangement with the associates for the
acquiring of stock by the parent corporation. To quote
from the American Bell Telephone Company -report, March 29,
1
1881
"By pursuing this plan, the company will
gradually acquire a large permanent interest in the teleph-
one business throughout the country, so that you will not
be dependent upon royalties for a revenue when the patents
shall have expired."
This period, under monopoly was one where
high rental charges were made to the associate companies.
1. Ibid pg 7
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In 1882 the Western Electric Company was
formed to manufacture the telephones. This was a com-
bination of the Western Electric Manufacturing Company,
of Chicago, Charles Williams Company, of Boston and several
other concerns. The Western Electric Manufacturing Company
was acquired from the Western Union at the time of the dis-
continuance of the American Speaking Telephone Company,
Long lines, about this period were occupy-
ing the attention of the telephone people and to finance this
work they applied to the Massachusetts Legislature for an
increase of their capital stock from $10,000,000 to $30,000,-
000, This was refused for two reasons. First, long lines
would make thefeompany a public utility. Second, the com-
pany wished to issue the stock above par which is against
the law in Massachusetts. In order to avoid becoming a pub-
lic utility, a New York corporation was formed in 1885 and
called the American Telephone and Telegraph Company with an
authorized capital stock of :|100,000 owned by the American
Bell Telephone Company. This was to carry on the toll work.
This did not solve the problem for more funds. Therefore
the parent company issued $2,000,000 1% bonds in 1888,





The company's most popular way of borrowing
at tliat time was through short term loans to be repaid out
of earnings. As smaller companies were absorbed the size
of the operating unit was increased. The New England Tele-
phone and Telegraph Company was formed in 1883 in New York,
taking over the plants of eight former companies. It was
controlled by the American Bell,
The American Bell Telephone Company Under Competition , 1894-1899.
In 1894 the original Bell patent expired.
This was a period in which competition was more potential
than real. Many independents sprung up. Some were in
direct competition with Bell and others opened up territory
not served by the Bell interests. In classifying this
competition it might be well to divide it into three groups.
who
The first, those^ operate primarily for gain in direct
competition with the Bell companies. The second, were
mutual companies with service to customers as the primary
motive. The third group, the farmers lines never came into
competition with the Bell. Up to 1902 there were 3123 com-
mercial systems established and 994 mutual systems.
In 1897 at Port Wayne, Indiana these independents
formed an organization for their own mutual assistance known
as the National Association of Independent Telephone Exchanges
23
Its objectives: 1, The union of all Independent companies
in the country for mutual protection and development,
2. The establishment of long-distance service connecting
the great commercial centers of the country.
3. An opposition telephone exchange in Chicago.
4. Cooperation for resisting the Bell interests in courts.
As a result of the association's activities
the Illinois Telephone and Telegraph Company was organized
in June 1898 to place an exchange in Chicago. The Telephone,
Telegraph and Cable Company was formed to buy up small in-
dependents. The Peoples Telephone Company was organized
to do business in New York city. The New York and Boston
Telegraph and Telephone Company was to operate in Boston
and vicinity.
Another group was organized in Baltimore call-
ed the United Telephone and Telegraph Company and was con-
nected with the Pittsburgh and Allegheny Telephone Company.
The Federal Telephone Company was centered in Cleveland.
In the west and south there were other companies formed in
opposition to Bell interests.
It was in 1894 that the American Bell
Telephone Company was recognized as a public utility.
This was the only way that they could obtain capital in
Massachusetts. The company did not like this method.
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Therefore they issued bonds and although they issued some
stock, they did not issue anywhere near the amount that was
authorized by the Massachusetts Legislature, Inasmuch as
a corporation could not very well be a public utility and
a holding company it was decided to move to New York state.
All the assets and holdings were, in 1900 ,transferred to
the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, The American
Bell Telephone then went out of existence.
Expansion of the Bell System-1900-1907- This v/as a period
where many of the larger independents got into financial
difficulty. The Peoples Telephone Company; The New York
and Boston Telegraph and Telephone Company; The United
States Telephone and Telegraph; The Feder&l Telephone Com-
pany: all had their troubles. Some passed out of exist-
ence; some into the hands of receivers. Competition had
sprung up and the rates were reduced, both in the Bell
system and in independents.
Another policy that was being formed at this
time was for an agreement betv/een the Bell Company and
independents for connecting v/ith the Bell System and for
use of Bell instruments. The Bell started absorption of
other companies with the absorbing of the Erie company.
This company was in financial difficulties. Still the
attitude persisted in the telephone company that the public
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was not entitled to "courteous" service. They occupied the
same positions as railroads- a monopolistic practice. It
has "been termed "the public be damned" policy.
Rounding out the System- 1908-1916- Theodore K. Vail, who
was before mentioned as a leader in the early days had gone
into other lines of business. At the age of sixty-tv/o in
May 1907 he returned to complete his early work. He reduced
rates, advertised and made the policy of the concern, the
placing of prices at the "maximum consumption at a small
percentage of profits," He was not in favor of government
ownership but in favor of government regulation. He stated
that it is the duty of the Government to conserve our rights
and privileges and to see that we all enjoy them.
His leadership of the telephone industry is
one of expansion and unification. He allowed th-s Western
Electric to sell telephone equipment to others than to ex-
clusively Bell companies. This concern also became the
purchasing department for the various companies.
Up to 1909 there was no close alliance between
the Western Union and the Bell companies. The Western Union
was a large stockholder in several telephone companies like
the New York Company and the New York and New Jersey Company,
Of greater importamce the Mackay Companies ,which controlled
the Postal Telegraph Company, was the largest single holder
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of the stock of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company,
The New York company decided to issue stock. If Western
Union was to take advantage of the offer, it v/ould be nec-
essary for them to have $18,000,000. Western Union was in
no position for this. Therefore in a series of strategic
moves Western Union sold their stock, the controlling int-
erests of Western Union owned by George J. G-ould were bought
by the American Telephone and Telegraph, Western Union
benefited through better management and the receipt of capital.
At this point the Mackay Companies lost their interest in the
American Telephone and Telegraph and continued to be free
and ind.ependent
The arrangement would to a great extent
eliminate renins, wires and overhead. It would extend the
telegraph service to 50,000 places. The American Telephone
and Telegraph put the Western Union on its feet again.
Duplicate charging arrangements were put into effect which
are still in use. Rates were reduced. The day-letter
and night-letter were introduced. Wages were raised.
Advertising was introduced.
However, the arrangement was short lived. On
January 7, 1913 Attorney-General IVickersham said that there
were complaints of lack of competition, and the refusal of
the Bell interests to cooperate.
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The American Telephone and Telegraph immediately took steps
to dispose of th-^ Western Union, which it did, at a loss.
War and Post War Periods- This was a period of inventions
and improvements and the bringing together of a large number
of patents to extend the telephone service. It was not a
period of expansion. In March of 1918 the government took
over control of the Bell companies, for a period of one
year with an agreement betv^een the Postmaster General and
the Corporations, The control continued in force for too
short a time to justify any conclusions. The American
Telephone and Telegraph continued to aid its subsidiaries
and endorse their notes. It was a period of cooperation,
consolidation and change.
Today- The American Telephone and Telegraph Company,
the parent company operating the long distance lines, and
its twenty four associated companies, together with the con-
necting companies comprise the Bell Telephone System,
The Bell Systems own and operate about 85% of the tele-
phone properties throughout the United States, The A,T. & T
owns directly or indirectly more than nine-tenths of the
1
voting stock of its Associated Companies.
The company, through its associates, reaches
13,000,000 phones and altogether in the United States extends
1, Bell Telephone Securities Company, Inc.- Bell Telephone
Securities 19:54-1934 New York- pg 7
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to 16,600,000. Service is provided for many foreign countri
The financial Dolicy to quote from the Bell
I
Telephone Securities Bulletin for 1934 follov/s: "The A. T.
& T, Co, accepts the responsibility for a nation-wide tele-
phone service as a public trust. In carrying out this
undertaking, the management recognizes a fourfold obligation-
to the telephone-using public, to the telephone art, to
investors and employees:
"(1) To see that the service shall be at all times adequate,
dependable and satisfactory to the user, at reasonable cost,
"(2) To carry on the research and experimentation necess'^ry
for further development of the telephone art.
"(3) To protect the investment of the hundreds of thousands
of owners of telephone securities.
"(4) .To pay salaries and wages in all respects adequate and
just and to see that individual merit is recognized.
"The only sound policy that will enable the
Bell system to meet these obligations is to continue to
furnish the best telephone service at the lowest cost
consistent with financial safety,"
In the A, T. & T. the stock is more widely
diffused than in any other corporation. On December 31,
1933 there were 680,939 stockholders. This is due to a
1, Ibid pg 9-10
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campaign to distribute ov/nership. The reason for this is
to avoid governmental regulation. Another way the Industry
has taken to avoid governmental regulation is through
avoiding entanglements.
The following is a balance sheet of the Bell




Telephone Plant $4, 238, 6 45,.-^,^4
Stocks 236,952,952
B6nds, Notes and Investment Advances 36,923,909
Cash and Securities in Sinking Funds 3,373,1-7
Miscellaneous Property 16,182,752
Cash 37,371,120
Temporary Cash Investments 181,548,715
Material and Supplies 53,564,348
Accounts Receivable 77,233,953
Miscellaneous Current Assets 15,114,296
Deferred Debits 10,765,032




Premiums on Capital Stock 268,333,447
Capital Stock Installments 12,405,181
Long-Term Debt 1,037,624,760
Current Liabilities 49,306,050
Accrued Liabilities Not Due 113,843,205
Deferred Credits 2,532,616
Reserve for Depreciation of Plant and
Equipment 891 , 437 .886
Reserve for Contingencies 88,972,546
Surplus 345,908,069
Total Liabilities !^4, 907 ,676,603
The size of the plant is the dominating
thing in the balance sheet. It is primarily a service
corporation and not a manufacturing company. The Capital
1. Ibid pg 19
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Stock and the Long-Term Debt represent the largest of the
liabilities. Reserves totaling almost a billion dollars
represent almost one-fifth of the liabilities and other
accounts are negligible. The industry from this balance
sheet appears to be in a strong financial position,
Ihe items of interest in the income statement
for the same period are the Local Service Revenues, amounting
to $617,253,153 and the Toll Service Revenues amount to
1243,905,775. Toll charges are over one third of all
charges. This is double the revenue received for all
telegrams and cables com.bined. .
Each of the associated co-npanies in addition
to its general, financial and legal officers, h-as five
1
major departments carrying on different phases of its work,
"(1) The Engineering Department is responsible for the
engineering of buildings, central office equipment and
transmission systems, for the review of plans for outside
plant construction, for fundamental development plans, and
for the reviev/ and coordination of the budget,
"(2) The Plant Department prepares detailed plans for the
extension of the outside plant, builds that plant, installs
private branch exchanges and subscribers' stations, and
maintains the entire property.
1. American Tel. & Tel.-7/ork and Opportunity in the Bell
System 1930 New Yori.
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"(3) The Traffice Depart^'snt operates the sv/itchboards •jiving
service to the public, developes operating and management
methods, and studies the need for, and recomi.iends additions
and changes in switchboard, inter-(5ffice trunk, and toll line
facilities,
"(4) The Commercial Department conducts business transactions
with the public, studies its requirements in relation to types
and classes of service, charges for service and the future
growth of the business and publishes the telephone directories,
"(5) The Accounting Department maintains accounts of financial
transactions and operating results, issues periodic financial
statements and reports, and analyzes the accounts and statis-
tics of the business for administrative purposes,
"Long Distance service betv/een the territories
of the local operating companies is carried on by the Long
Lines Department of the American Telephone and Telegraph
Company whose operations cover a large part of the country.
Its departmental organization is similar to that of the
local operating companies*
"The manufacturing, purchasing and distribut-
ing agency of the Bell System is the Western Electric Company.
This company has its headquarters in New York, manufacturing
plants in Chicago, Baltimore, and Kearny, New Jersey, and
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thirty-six distributing houses in the principal cities of
the country. Its distinctive functions in the System are
mainly performed through its Manufacturing, Installation,
Telephone Sales, Commercial and Purchasing Departments."
An item which is of increasing importance
and which is encroaching more and more on the cream of a
telegraphic file is the teletype. On September 30, 1930
the A.T. & T. acquired control of Teletype Corporation and
1
subsequently sold it to General Electric, The intro-
duction of the teletype sv;itchboards in 1931 made it poss-
ible for direct printing point to point contact to be
established.
On January 7, 1927 7\falter S. Gifford formally
opened service between New York and London, Today one may
now talk with approximately 92^^ of all the worlds telephones
from any telephone in the United States, There has also
been established ship-to- shore telephone service.
The company maintains research laboratories
for perfecting iDresent antjaratus and developing new machinery
2
and ideas. The story is told of an official of the New
York Telephone Company who had been designated by the
engineers, after they had been sitting around thinking out
problems, to devise a device for a subscriber with extension
phones to call one extension from another. "So that, say,
1, Moody's Public Utilities 1934-New York pg 2180
2, Tangled Feet-Fortune , V(bl, 5-April 1932 pg 8
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the lady up in her bedroom could ring the cook's extension
for her breakfast.
"They v/orked so hard that one day the chief
engineer discovered that his clothes were almost worn out.
So he went to see his tailor. And while he was there, there
stole over that individual the very desire which the chief
engineer himself was even then working so hard to gratify:
the tailor wanted to talk to his wife over the extension.
Breathless, the engineer watched him. He observed the
tailor pick up the phone, ask the operator to call him back,
and then hang up. The phone rang on all extensions, of
course-the tailor picked it up and talked to his wife on
the third floor. That eureka feeling came to the scientist.
How did the tailor ever think that up and hov/ long had he
been doing it?
"The tailor told him. He'd been doing it for
years. He had learned the trick from the telephone company's
own directory. This year the instructions were on page 4."
Conclusions Regarding Comletltion in Telephone- 7/hen Bell
enjoyed monopoly privileges, the officials of the company
were discourteous and dictatorial. The service was not
satisfactory and competition improved this service and in-
creased the use of the telephone. The independent companies,
on the whole, were not formed to improve service nor for the
public good but to make money by corporate manipulations.
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Most of the larger independents were heavily over-capitalized,
plants were poorly built and service unsatisfactory. Their
lower rates made inadequate allov/ances for maintenance and
depreciation and paid dividends out of capital for a few
years, then the rates were raised or the company went into
the hands of a receiver. While some communities gained,
1
through competition, others lost. Finally it became
necessary for all phone companies to work in harmony for
their own welfare and the welfare of the public at large.
1, Stehman, J. Warren ..Financial History of American
Telephone and Telegraph ..Op Git. adapted from page 94
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Chapter lY-Gommercial Dovelopment and Organization (Continued)
Telegraph
Briefly the development of the telegraph may
be divided into four parts. The first is the period of
invention; the second, of ambitious unplanned speculation;
the third, of consolidation; the fourth, of definite policies.
The first recognition of the Morse Telegraph
came March 24,1843 when Congress authorized $30,000 for
the construction of a line between Baltimore and Washington,
It is interesting to note that although the line was not a
1
success financially, that other lines were built.
In the early periods, we find, before the
great Western Union consolidation-chaos. There were then
2
more than twenty nine lines in existence. To trace their
development and operations would be a stupendous task.
However, it is worth noting that before the Western Union
came into the picture it was not ujicommon to see a note
3
pinned to the office "Gone to mend a break," When people
received an answer the sarae day to a message, they generally
inquired of the clerk in charge if there was not something
wrong.
Lines did not have interchange of traffic.
The situation was much like our present railway system
without interchange of cars. Each line was a separate
entity with no outside connections.
1.Morse, E,L.. Samuel F.B. Morse, op cit. Vol. 2 pg 228
2,Reid, James D.,The Telegraph in America; 1879 New York
Derby Bros, Index
3, Ibid pg 471
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It is true that many lines were built, hov/ever there v/as no
unity. Cutthroat competition existed to such an extent
1
that maintenance of lines was not kept up. Gradually there
was an arrangement for the interchange of traffic and con-
solidations and linking connections grev/,
2
Consolidation- The first great link of note in the field of
the telegraph v;as when the trustees of the Erie and Michigan
Company ajid the New York and Mississippi Valley Printing
Telegraph Company consolidated in April 1854 under the name
of the Western Union Telegraph Company, The Erie and
Michigan Telegraph Company held important contracts of
connection with the Southern Michigan Telegraph Company
from Toledo to Chicago; the New York, Albany and Buffalo
Telegraph Company between Buffalo and New York; the Illinoiw
Telegraph Company and the Ohio, Indiana and Illinois
Telegraph Company.
A contemporary of that period says the real
value of the consolidation v^ere the patents. The Erie and
Michigan gave the following:
1. All Morse patent rights.
2. Avails of all sales of patent rights.
3. Stocks in the "Erie and Michigan," "New York and Erie,"
"Cleveland and Cincinnati," "Cincinnati and St. Louis,"
"Pittsburg and Crestline ," 'Ft
.
iVayne," "Mansfield and
1. Ibid pg 471
2. Ibid pg 457
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Huron," "Galleon and Union," "Cleveland and Pittsburg," and
the "Cleveland and Zanesville" companies.
The merger combined the abilities of three
men. Mr, Wade, superintended the merger. He was a business
man and an attorney, Mr, Stager was superintendent and one
who knew much about the telegraph, Mr, Sibley was the chief
engineer.
The year 1857 was one in which the control
was centralized in a few hands, A Mr. Cornell ovmed •'$2,000,
000 stock as of par value. It is doubtful if the stocks
market value was worth anything like this figure.
The immediate results of this merger were the
stoppage of duplicate rents which amounted to $70,000, a




The entire receipts for seven years following
the merger beyond those actually necessary went to "s'-cure
,
perpetuate and enlarge'' the present facilities. In other
words most of the money was used for renewal and extension
of lines.
This was a period in which a strong company
was able to buy the almost worthless stocks of the poverty
stricken lines cheaply.
1, Ibid pg 472
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The headquarters of the Western Union were
1
at this time in Rochester, N. Y. It was therefore necess-
ary for them to depend on the New York State Printing Tele-
graph Company for connection with their ovm lines at Buffalo.
The New York, Albany and Buffalo Company fought the leasing
terms of the wires of the Western Union so gallantly that
it ultimately terminated in marria^re of the companies.
Railroad Agreements- It v/as Charles Minert who first
recognized the telegraph as a potential aid to the railroads.
He started its use along the Erie Railroad. The contracts
that were used at this time are of interest, A typical
one contained the follov/ing terms;
1. The telegraph company would furnish the railroad coinpany
with wire and instriments.
2. The telegraph company would maintain the main battery.
3. The telegraph company would keep it in order.
4. The telegraph company received message revenue,
5. The railroad would use the lines free of charge only for
railroad business and no personal messages.
6. The railroad men should watch the line and make repairs.
7. The railroad should transport free operators,
materials and supplies,
8. The railroad would pay for the stringing of the wires
1, Ibid pg 475
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up to a stipulated amount,
9, The railroad company agreed not to contract with or
allow any other telegraph company on the railv/ay than the
one with whom the agreement was made,
10,The railroad business had preferential service over all
other messages.
Expansion-Trans Continental and Inter Continental-
An act of June 16,1860 by Congress to facili-
tate communication between the Atlantic and the Pacific by
electric telegraph set up a subsidy of $40,000 a year for
ten years in return for preferential use by the government.
The Overland Telegraph Company was formed to carry this out.
The enterprise was so profitable that on May 17, 1864 thia
company was taken over by the Western Union,
The next step in the proposed expansion of
the telegraph was Collins Overland lines to Europe by way
of Alaska, the Bering Straits through a short cable, across
Siberia and to Russia thence to the rest of Europe. This
was first proposed to the Western Union September 28, 1863.
The cable in the meantime was invented and took all the
1
business there was and the Western Union lost $3,170,292,
Establishing Policies and Expansion-
The first president was Mr. Wade, the next
was Mi? Orton who came from one of the recently consolidated
1. Ibid pg 508
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companies. At this period a definite policy was formed
with the following steps in mind:
1. All messages were to be treated as confidential,
2. Tariffs should be published.
3. Reliability was to be given consideration before costs.
4.Large reserves were set up for depreciation and other
charges
.
5. Any machine which would reduce the amount of labor was
brought into use.
6. The attitude was adopted by the telegraph interests that
a government monopoly would act to the detriment of the
telegraph service and that it should remain in the hands
of private ownership.
7. The lowest possible tariff should be adopted consistent
with good service.
The fact that even some of these things have
to be suggested is an eye opener to some of us. For instance
we take it more or less for granted that telegrams should be
secret. If the reader really wants to know how secret a
telegram can be it might be interesting for you to try to
get someone else's message from one of the present companies,
unless through a ruse, without a court order.
The setting up of reserves was a revolution
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in the business world of that day. It was a forerunner
of the telephone system's present policy.
Between 1880 and 1889 we find that the Western
1
Union absorbed the American Union and the Atlantic and
Pacific Telegraph Company, The former had 12,000 miles
of wire and the latter 8,706 miles.
The company grew so large and its network
of wires so complicated that Bell in writing his mother
regarding against whom he was fighting said that the Western
Union 7/as probably the largest company that ever existed.
A Telephone Sub s idiary
In 1881 Jay Crould laid the first American
owned cable across the Atlantic, He also had large railroad
holdings. The extension of wires along the railroad led
possibly to his control of the Western Union about the
close of the close of the century. We do not find the
aggressiveness exercised in this period as heretofore.
Therefore it is no wonder that through a sharp business deal
we find the American Telephone and Telegraph assuming control
with partial ownership. Under the telephone companies
control we find an increase of 45^ in the revenue and 55%
2
in wages.
Less than one third of the outstanding stock
3
was furnished. "On November 16, 1909, it was announced
1, Bureau of Statistics-Submarine and Land Telegraph of
the World-January 1899
2, Theodore N, Vail-Views on Public Questions-1917
Privately Printed pg 181^^ . , ^
3, Oerstenberg, Charles W.,Financial Organization &:
Management of Busine<?«3 t oo ^ , «3iness-i29 New York Prentice Kali t>«7 .spo
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that the American Telephone and Telegraph had obtained
control of a large minority Interest in the stock of the
Western Union Telegraph Company. Neither the amount of
shares acquired nor the price paid was made public, but
it was rumored that from $20,000,000 to $25,000,000 of a
total of $99,787,00 stock outstanding was purchased from
the Gould holdings with probably voting rights on an
additional amount. However, it v/as stated by President
Vail, of the American Telephone and Telegraph, at a hear-
ing that the purchase amounted to 300,000 shares out of the
total of 1,000,00 shares.
"The immediate result of this acquisition
by the American Telephone and Telegraph Company was a change
in management of the Western Union. Ten new directors were
elected, and though two of the Goulds still remained direct-
ors, it was understood that they had tendered their
resignations.
"On March 31, 1913, the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company owned |29,657,200 of the outstanding
stock. On February 16, 1914, it was announced that in
accordance with an agreement between the Department of Justice
and the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, the latter
had sold its entire holdings of the Western Union Telegraph
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Company stock to a syndicate under an arrangement whereby the
privilege was reserved to other stockholders of the Western
Union Telegraph Company to subscribe for the same, pro rata
at $63 per share on or before March 24, 1914, to an amount
equal to 40 percent of their holdings as of record on February
28,1914, About one half of the stock was subscribed for
1
by stockholders."
The unification of the Western Union and
American Telephone and Telegraoh brought the following coirr-ent
from Theodore N. Vail, President, "The plant for the joint
use of the telegraph and long distance or toll telephone
can be one and the same, constructed, maintained and looked
after by one organir,atlon. It will be one plant. The
investment, the interest on the investment, the depreciation,
can all be saved* This Investment will amount to hundreds
of millions of dollars at an annual cost of tens of millions.
All this saving can go into Increased efficiency, new services
or reduction of charges,
"Although the same trunk plant can be used at
the same time for both; the exchange systems proper, the
apparatus and the operating organization are distinct and
separate and must always remain so-they cannot be combined.
The telephone Instruments likewise are distinct from the
telegraph instruments and cannot be substituted for one
1, For additional information see Chapter III subheading
"Rounding out the System."
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another. Nevertheless it is obvious that both economy and
efficiency can be achieved by a close cooperation of the
systems
•
"The only hindrance to the inauguration of
all these features or innovations, except the time neces-
sary for reconstruction and reorganization and reeducation,
is the Question of just how far this combination can go
and not be technically in violation of the trust laws.
"When all this is worked out, correspondence
1
will be by wire-confiinnation and documents only by mail,"
The system at this time adODted the slogan
2
"One policy, one system and universal service."
Agitation for G-overmnent Ownership-
The American Telephone and Telegraph lost
money in their acquisition of the Western Union, This was
due to tv/o causes. The first, that the company was going
out on its own again after coming under competent management.
The second, because of agitation for government ownership
•
3
Postmaster General Burleson favored government ownership
of both the telephone and telegraph. His recommendation
had the approval of the President and the Democratic admin-
istration, A bill was drafted on the proposal by Mr.
Lewis of Maryland, It brought out the following points;
1, Gleason, A.H.. Cable ratefor Common Use-Worlds Work
Vol 23 pg 452-7 February 1912
2, Early Days of the Telephone Industry-Review of Reviews
Vol 64-pg 442-3 October 1921




! The old function of the government v/as that it should
alone protect life and property. In 1913, within the
limits of the Constitution all proposals regarding govern-
ment administration are to be discussed and decided on
the ground of their practical efficiency in prompting
social welfare.
S, It was not a new proposal,
?, Probably constitutional.
4, Acquisition of the telegraph did not mean taking over
the telephone,
5, If government took over telephones it could turn this
into a telegraph system at less cost than would be
required to purchase the telegraph lines but such a
proposal would not be fair to the telegraph,
6, It woald be better to start with the telegraph for as
the saying goes "Don't bite off more than you can chew."
7, There is a need of civil service for all government
operations instead of "To the victor belongs the spoils."
In 1912 we find that Hitchcock, the Post-
master General, recommended the acquisition of the telegraph.
However, under this fire we find a comment of the New York
Commercial interesting: "There is a likelihood that
progress would cease in absence of all competition,"
1, Federal Ownership of Telegraph-Literary Digest Vol 44
pg 146 January 27, 1912
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No Longer a Subsidiary- At the expiration of this agree-
ment. Western Union was led for over 20 years by that ver-
eran communications expert Nev/comb Carlton v/ho is accustom-
ed to parrying with corporations and governments,
Generally he comes out on top.
He did not rise from the ranks of the tele-
graph employees. His start came while stoking a furmace
in a boiler room., he sold telephones on the side. In some
way or ajiother the attention of the pre .^ident of American
Telephone and Telegraph was attracted. Quickly he rose
from the ranks. At the time of his being appointed to
the presidency of the Western Union, he v/as serving in Europe,
About 1917 v/e find the leaders in the industry
looking around for some new uses of the telegranh. Its att-
1
ention compelling power became recognized. The telegraph
companies weroj branching out into more fields. Social uses
became of paramount significance. Their problem was to
keep the facilities a step in advance of demand.
In 1918, an eventful year for news of
communications ,we find Mr, Carlton refusing to recognize
2
a telegraph union on two grounds. The first was in the
form of a nuestion-Who should control, labor or management?
1. Lineau, F .W . .Progress of the Telegraph-Nation Vol.104
pgs 294-5 March 8, 1917
2. Western Union and the Government-New Republic-Vol 15
pg 163 June 8, 1918
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The second reason was that supposing the government held the
wires, would a strike be permitted?
Government Control- On July 23, 1918 Presid-nt Wilson signed
1
a proclamation whereby all telephone and telegraph facilities
came under government control on the 31st of that month.
The general conduct of the business was not disturbed. To
execute the policy of the proclamation, the telephones and
telegraphs were placed under the direct supervision of
Postmaster General Burleson. In brief the provisions were in
a form of a contract between the United States government
and the companies concerned. The main control was over
financing. Any compensation was for emergency period and
not a basis of property valuation. The agreement secured
proper operation of the property; employees pensions and
Insurance funds were to be continued; all taxes were to be
paid by the government; interest and dividends must be
assured by the government; a provision was made for govern-
mental financing if necessary.
We find at this point agitation by Burleson
for keeping the v/lres under government control with the
2
following reasons advanced, (1) Practically every other
country in the world has the control in the hands of the
government. (2) It is not a partisan measure.
1. Grlscuolo, L, Government Control of the Wires- Independent
Vol, 96 pg 138, October 26,1918
2. Burleson, A. S..Why we should Keep the Wires-Forum
Vol 16 pg 152-61 February 1919
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(3) It would be constitutional, (4) It v/ould become a part
of the national defense.
Soon we find, however, that Mr, Burleson goes
1
"on the grill," There were shady insinuations that Burleson
and Western Union had something in common. Through them,
rates for telegrams had been increased. Under government
"control" things went from bad to worse,"
In June 1919 we find the wires being returned
to the ovmers. This was on the eve of a strike. It had
been insinuated that the wires became too hot for the govern-
2
ment to hold. 3
During this period it was found that the
telephone and telegraph had to be operated as a unit.
4
Private Ownership- About 1920 it was remarked concerning
the telegraph, "The profession has become more mechanical,
more prosaic, yet more scientifically systematic, and, in
some respects, nullifying the high tension so superinductive
to nervous strain on the operator of 'heavy wires'."
In 1924 General Harbord, President of Radio
Corporation of America complained about unfair rates the
Western Union charged them. The rates charged were the
1, Mr. Burleson on the Grill-Literary Digest Vol 61 pg 14-15
April 19,1919
2, Doubtful Future of the Wires-Literary Digest-Vol 62
t)g 14-August 23, 1919
3, Crane, F,, Bell Telephone-Current Opinion-Vol 77
pg 513-20 October 1924
4, Stryker, G.L. Public Telegraph-Canadian Magazine-Vol 5
pg 461-5 October 1920
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regular full telegram rates plus 7jfo of the total radio tolls.
The only answer given v;as that the additional charge v/as
for extra accounting 'ork made necessary by the arrangement.
We can see the trend of the times was still
toward consolidation. The Martha Vineyard Company and the
2
Mexican Telegraph Company were merged in 1926 with the
Western Union.
In 1929 we find the trend even stronger tov/ard
a monopoly of the cable, radio and telegraph with Owen D.
3
Young recommending it on the grounds that the present system
is archaic and wasteful. Specifically he urged the con-
solidation of the communication division of R.C.A,; I.T, & T,;
and cables of Western Union and advocating merger of
domestic services of Western Union and Postal, To this,
that very human gentleman, Mr, Carlton, replies "with all
respect, of course, I put them (Mr, Young's ideas) in the
class with any advice he might be moved to give to nursing
mothers." He goes on to say that it is "one of the most
fantastic bogies ever dressed up in my experience," But
we have not given the whole story here. Later we shall
attempt to give the whole situation in more detail.
At least we have given the Western Union's policy in the
1. General Harbord-Should Through Telegrajih-Radio Routes
"be made Compulsory? Congressional Digest, Vol 9 pg 117
April 1930
2. Western Union Annual Report for the Fiscal Year 1926-
Commercial and Financial Chronicle-Vol 124 pgs 2007-2008
April 2, 1927
3. Young Plan for Monopoly of Domestic Telegraph and Inter-
national Cable and Radio Communications-Literary Digest





In 1931 we find Postal Telegraph branching
out in a splurge of advertising. Western Union stuck close
to their wires and aimed to advertise through the fact that
they oflfered the better service, It was said that Vail brou-
ght them from the engineering job to sales competition,
J, C, Willever, their First Vice-president acts in charge of
sales. It was he, who noted that Christmas was the dullest




1933 finds the Roper Committee suggesting
the merger of Western Union and Postal to eliminate compet-
itive duplication. In answer to the complaint that it would
displace labor, they said that the savings could be used to
extend communications systems to more places.
On April 26, 1934 the V/estern Union inaugur-
ated the inter-city radio-telegraph service of R. C. A,
Communications, Inc., connecting Boston, New York, Washing-
4
ton and San Francisco.
Another thing worth noting is that there is
in existence a contract with A, T, & T. whereby research of
5
the Bell laboratories is available to 'Vestern Union,
1. Air Monopoly Again-Nation, Vol 130 pg 90 Hanuary 22, 1930
2. Western Union; Postal puts new punch into their Merchandis-
ing-Business Week, pg 26-7 September 16, 1931
3. Suggestions for a Telegraph, Telephone, Radio Monopoly
under Crovernment Regulation-Business 7/eek-pg 4-5 Dec, 25, 1953




Organization and Services - The services of the telegraph as
described by Nev/fcomb Carlton, is to offer every type of
coTraminication not handled by the telephone. Specifically
1
the Western Union offers telegraph and cable point to point
coimnuni cat ions; money order service; maritime reporting
service; messenger service; time service; airplane reservation
service; agency for Railway Express service; and commercial
news dispatches.
The telegraph service divides itself into
the following classes:
1. The full rate telegram has preference on the wire.
There is a minimum charge for ten words. Each addit-
ional word raises the charge a specific amount,
2, The day-letter is handled after the full rate telegrams
are disposed of. This is a message on a fifty word basis
at one and one half the cost of a ten word straight
telegram.
3, The serial message costs twenty percent more than the
day-letter for the same number of words but may be
divided into sections for the period of one day. In
speed it is on an equal footing with the straight
telegram.
4. The timed wire service is almost exclusively for patrons
having a direct wire with the Western Union,
1. Author* s personal experience
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The rate is on a "basis of minutes. Three minutes is
charged for at the same rate as the fifty word day-letter.
It is not a through service, like the teletype service
offered by the telephone company but the message receives
the same handling as other types of telegrams. Ordinar-
ily an operator can send one hundred and fifty words
(approximately) in three minutes over the present machines.
The service goes at the same speed as the straight tele-
gram. It is a preferential service for patrons who have
sufficient volume to warrant the installation of a printer.
These printers are installed free of charge. This is the
cheapest type of service offered and every one is not
privileged to use it. The massages are not counted.
It enables a patron to gather material together before
replying to a message, whereas in direct two way commun-
ication there is a necessity of having all material
near the printer. In the teletype exchange service
time used in hunting up material is charged to the
customer,
5. The night message is on a ten word basis at reduced rates
for over night delivery, at reduced rates,
6,The night letter is overnight service charged for on a




7, The regular cable Is charged for according to the number
of words name, address and signature counted in contrast
to domestic messages, where usually the text is the only
part of a message counted for,
8, The deferred cable corresponds somewhat with the day letter
service but with only three words absolutely necessarily
charged for at half the rate of the regular cable
,
9, The overnight cable with a minimum of twenty five words
is charged for at one-third the rate of a single cable,
10,Radio rates are the same as straight cable rates with no
deferred or overnight services.
Night press rates are 16 2/700 ; day press
rates are 33 \/%fo\ government rates are approximately
40^; all, of the straight telegram rates.
Money order service divides itself into the
following parts:
1, Direct payment of money from payor to payee through the
use of drafts by telegraph, or cable,
2, Gift money order service with the same rates as money
orders except that "canned " messages and special drafts
and blanks are furnished free of charge.
3, Purchase order service v/hereby flowers, candy or anything




Maritime reporting service is the reporting
of ships entering New York harbor. The time is reported
when they pass a certain light and the time they v/ill dock.
Messenger service is furnished for individual
delivery, or separate or multiple packages, advertising, and is
charged for by the hour or the distance.
Electric clocks are leased to patrons.
The clocks are synchronized hourly with a master clock in
the Western Union office. Each day at noontime the master
clock is checked with the Haval Observatory Time signals
at Arlington, Virginia,
Most of the leading airplane lines use the
Western Union and Postal as an agent for the reservation
of tickets. The Railway Express uses the Western Union
as a supplement to its regular deliveries and offers the
Western Union as a convenient place to leave packages.
Commercial News Dispatches divide themselves
into pporting events and market quotations. They take
the form of individual messages and quotations over the
ticker machines. Sometimes leased wires are used for
particular events.
The organization built up to handle the
1
services rendered follows: The stockholders elect the
1. Berry, Ralph E,,The Work of Juniors in the Telegraph Field'
1922 Berkeley, Calif., pg 10
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directors. The directors elect the president, secretary,
treasurer and executive coramittee. Directly under the
president are the subsidiary departments of contract, lav;,
purchasing and the secretary and treasurer. The other main
departments are the commercial, traffic, accounting, cable
and plant. It is much the same as the telephone company
direct line organization, with the addition of the cable
department
•
The orincipal subsidiaries of the V/estern
1
Union are the Anglo-American Telegraph Company which is a
cable company; the Gold and Stock Telegraph Company which
owns and operates the ticker machines; the American District
Telegraph of New Jersey which maintains fire-alarm and
burglar-alarm service. This latter organization is of
interest because at one time they handled the delivery
of messages for the Western Union in New York city.
Branching out, they maintained their call boxes, and also
boxes in the homes of individuals for the purpose of call-
ing the police, fire department, physicians and for messenger
service.
1. Dana, J, R . .'.Ve stern Union, an undervalued investment





Balance Sheet Western Union Telegraph Company








Materials and Supplies 8,142,687














As is usual with companies engaged in a
business of a service nature we find that the property
and plant dominate. A thing of interest is that the
funded debt is equal to the stock ovmership. The
reserve is only about 11% of the total liabilities. This is
1. Moody's Public Utilities 1934 Ne?/ York, pg 1012
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9% less than the reserve set up in the telephone company,
Eowever, in this case we find a surplus equal to about
one-fourth of the total liabilities.
The income for the year 1953 was about
$71,000,000. This is considerably less than 1928 v/hen
the income v*'as about $131,000,000. The decline is
almost 50^.
Mackay Interests - The Postal Telegraph was founded about
1885 but it was not until around 1900 that it v/as establish-
ed on a nation-wide scale offering competition with Western
Union, Their aim was lower rates which they did succeed
in maintaining for some time because the policy was to
keep only paying offices. This company handles about
15^ of the total telegraph file. Later it came under the
control of the International Telephone and Telegraph,
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Balance Sheet Postal Telegraph and Cable Co.
as at December 31, 1933











































The surplus account in the balance sheet
is conspicuous by its absence. The reserves are only
2fo of the total investment. Evidence indicates that as
a subsidiary of I, T. & T, the company has failed to come
up to expectations. It is probably this reason that v/e
have the leaders of this industry so strong in indicating
1. Moody»s-Public Utilities 1934
I
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t^at a merger of the Western Union and Postal Telegraph Is
necessary for the continuance of a healthy telegraph service
in America,
Conclusion- Summarizing the development, commercially,
of the telegraph we find that it started rather wobbly.
Competition and poor business structure was the order of
the day. The next period was one of consolidation and
engineering improvements. Graduating from this period
the Industry became a sales organization, A period of
government control followed which was not as constructive
as it might be. Emerging from government control and the
war period we find gradual expansion, mechanization and
potential competition keeping the business on the alert.
In the industry as a v/hole, unfair trade
practices are not uncommon. Wages are not high enough
to induce the best type of men into the work.
Aggressiveness is to a large extent lacking. However,
it is easy enough to criticiae the captains of industry.
Western Union is the dominating company in
the domestic field of communications. Postal plays a
secondary and losing roll.
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Chapter V-Commercial Development and Organization-
Cable, Radio and Entanglements
The history of cable and radio of recent
years is interwoven. We find that there have been attempts
to merge each with the other. Their significance is pri-
marily in international communications. Ownership and
control is international. Therefore in discussing them
,
it v/ill be practically impossible to segregate their
actions. They both perform the same functions under
different conditions. At times they are diametrically
opposed. But this opposition, the one with the other is
peculiarly interesting in that the opposition creates a
common problem to both means of communications. Just
as it is impossible to segregate entirely the development
of the telephone and telegraph commercially, so is it
impossible to segregate the cable and the radio,
Chronology-Early Development In 1866 the first cable
that would work for any continued length of time was laid
across the Atlantic, However, it was not until 1881 that
the first American owned cable was laid. Let us examine
1
what the progress was in the meantime,
1856-The Atlantic Telegraph Company formed
by Cyrus Field, an American, J. W. Brett and Charles Bright
in London. It took over the defunct New York, New-
1, Chronology of Development of Communication by Wire and




foundland and London Telegraph Company v/hlch had exclusive
land rights in America, Less than one half of the total
capital was American, the rest was British. Then followed
four attempts to land a cable that could be worked for any
length of time. In the meantime we find the Western Union
trying to reach Europe via Alaska and the Bering Strait,
1866-A cable was successfully landed at
Hearts Content, Newfoundland which worked until 1872,
1869-The French Cable Company applied for
a license to land but was refused by President Grant because
France did not allow American cables to land in her country,
1883-J, W, Mackay and J. G. Bennett received
permission to land a cable,
1884-The Commercial Cable Company of New
York v/as founded by Mackay and Bennett,
1899-A common cable station was provided at
the Azores with the follov/ing parties:
(1) European and Azores Telegraph Company (British)
(2) Commercial Cable Company (American)
(3) Deutsch-Atlantische Telegraphie Gesellschaft
(German)
1902-The first Pacific aable was laid from
Banfield, Canada to Australia by the British.
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1007-There were thirteen cables ovmed by
five companies. These were the follov/ing:
(1) Anglo-American Telegraph .
(2) Commercial Cables.
(3) Direct United States Cable Company.
(4) Western Union Cable.
(5) Compagnie Fracaise des Cables Telegraphiqle
War Period- At the start of the war we find Great Brit
cut the German cables to the Azores thus breaking their
link to the United States, Other cables were also cut
or ceased operation. It was shown at this period, that
if Great Britian had more cables at greater depth there
2
would be less likelihood of communication being broken.
The World War demonstrated dependency of
the United States on foreigners for maintenance of inter-
5
national circuits. In 1914 the Allies severed cables
from Germany to the Azores, In 1918 v/hen it became
evident that the United States would enter the World War,
France and England cut the German cables connecting the
Azores with America, each ally retaining one, 'ATien the
1,Heaton, J. H.,How to Smash the Cable Ring; Benjamin
Franklin and Marconi-Arena Vol '63 pg 1-8 July 1907
2,Bright, C , .Telegraphs in V/ar Time-19th Century Vol 77
pg 861-78 April 1915
3,Gnaidinger, L. B. N. .V/ire Entanglements- Worlds Work
Vol 60 pg 23-29 March 1931
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French requested the Commercial Cable Company to yield the
instruments they used, they received a denial consisting of
three short words.
This year also marked the removal of two
cables under Mackay control by the Postmaster General, when
the wires came under his control. These cables were placed
in the hands of the V/estern Union for the remainder of the
1
war period.
1911-Control or license of the Anglo-American
Telegraph and the Direct U. S, Cable Company v/ent to the
2
Western Union.
1915-We find that American capital controlled
all Atlantic cables. There were then seventeen working
cables. It was also brought out at this time that England
ought to control the cables because she ovmed a monopoly of
3
gutta percha which is a primary requisite in cable manufacture.
About this period we have it brought to
light that the American-Marconi Company was established
all the subsidiary in America of the British-Marconi
Company with the dominating interest, British capital.
Radio Corporation of America Formed- At the close of the war
we find that General Electric had invested a million and a
1. Seizure of the Wires-Literary Digest Vol 59 pg 17-13
December 28, 1918
2,Moody's Public Utilities-op. cit pg 1012
S.McGrath, P .T. .Trans-Atlantic Cables and their Control-




half in an Alexander Alternator, This machine was a great
aid in international communications
, General Electric was
about to sell it to the British-Marconi Company when
President Wilson designated Admibal Bullard and Captain
Hooper to cross the Atlantic and see Young and attempt to
deter General Electric from giving exclusive rights to a
British company. He suggested that an American company
be formed.
In a conference with Senator Lodge it was
shown that American interests did not dominate the cable
field and that they ought to lead in radio. The real
problem was that the patents were diffused among the
following concerns: Western Electric, American Telephone
and Telegraph, United Fruit ,Westinghouse and General
Electric. An interchange of patents was needed to build
up a radio communications system.
As soon as they got well under way, it became
evident that it would be advantageous to purchase the Marconi
Company. General Electric bought it for $3,500,000,
Radio Corporation of America was organized in 1919,
The first conference of Allied and German
business interests was called by Mr, Young after the war,
in Paris, The United States, Great Britian, Prance and




Germany were attempting to get supremacy of the air in
South America, Young said that there was not enough
business for all. He suggested that each ovm 25^ interest.
This suggestion was accepted and each country was to elect
to directors. The ninth director elected was to be an
American and not to be connected v/ith the company. He
was to act as chairman. His pov/ers were of negative value
in that he could break a tie and also veto the action of
a majority if he felt it unfair to the minority, Thomas
Nelson Perkins, of Boston, v;as the first chairman elected
of the Commercial Radio International Committee, R. C. A,
Communications became the operating unit for the Inter-
national Communications in bhe United States, Radio Marine
was organized for ship to shore communications.
Post War Period-Expansion- In 1920 the situation had not
changed under the Atlantic but we find that on the whole,
Britain or British interests owned or controlled SOfo of
the v/orld's cables. This was probably in pursuance of
her policy of keeping in touch with her colonies,
ig22_Am alliance was created between Ail-
American cables operating to South America and 8ommercial
Cables operating across the Atlantic providing for an
exchange of traffic.




1923-Mackay laid a cable under the Atlantic
1
of the most advanced type,
1924-The following developments took place:
1, Development of the Marconi Beam System whereby secrecy
2
of messages became more likely,
2, Western Union laid a permalloy cable and shortly after
another. These two had a capacity equal to all the rest
of the cable and radio circuits , across the Atlantic,
combined. This made the new Mackay cable obsolete
almost overnight,
3, R,C,A, contended that Western Union discriminated to
3
the disadvantage of the former.
4, Publication of an inquiry by the Federal Trade Commission
into the operations of the Radio Corporation of America
4
and associated companies.
Report on Radio Industry- The cause of the inquiry was brought
about on the introduction of a bill regarding radio,
"in considering there was developed some evidence in-
dicating that the radio art was being restricted by the
acquisition of the basic patents on radio by closely
affiliated interests With respect to the transmission
1,Wire Entanglements- op lit.
2, Chronology of Development of Communications, etc. op cit,
3,Should Through Telegraph-Radio Routes be made Compulsory?
op cit.




of messages by radio, it was contended that exclusive
rights had been granted certain parties which resulted
in the elimination of competition in service in the
1
localities covered by such contracts,"
The commission's excuse for the inquiry
was the filing of a complaint in 1922. It was "first
directed to the radio industry and particularly to the
activities of the Radio Corporation of America and its
associated companies by the filing of an application
for a complaint with the commission in 1922, The charge
in the application was that the General Electric Company,
and others had set up the Radio Corporation as a bogus
independent, and by the use of tying contracts and price
discrirainition in the sale of its products was attempting
to acquire a monopoly in the manufacture and sale of
radio apparatus This included information as to
interchange of patents, licenses and agreements between
the General Electric Co., '.'Vestem Electric Co. (Inc.),
American Telephone & Telegraph Co., Y/ireless Specialty
Apparatus Co., United Fruit Co., and the Radio Corporation
2
of America,"
In regards to conflict of patents the following
is of interests
"Commanders Hooper and Loftin, and a number of
1. Ibid pg 9
2. Ibid PS 10
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independent manufacturers of radio apparatus, are of the
opinion that the development of the radio industry, both
in the manufacture of radio apoaratus and in the operation
of reliable commercial transoceanic systems, was retarded
while the numerous broad and fundamental radio patents were
owned and controlled by opposing interests. There are,
however, conflicting claims with reference to the imDortance
of many of the patents owned by the various companies, and
as to the necessity for any one company acquiring rights
in all of the vast number of patents pertaining to radio
then in existence. While of course, the officials of the
Radio Corporation and its associated companies claimed that
practically all of the patents were necessary before it
could render the efficient kind of service required by the
public, there are others who claim that it could very well
have gotten along without a number of patents which it did
acquire, and that it acquired those patents for the exoress
1
purpose of monopolizing the entire industry,"
Commander E. H. Loftin, was asked by the
cominission: "in the absence of these cross-license agree-
ments, could any of the companies, under the patents owned
by them, have engaged in the manufacture and sale of radio
devices and apr^aratus in competition with each other, or
1, Ibid pg 24
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would any of them be In a position to manufacture and sell
radio apparatus and give rights under certain of their
patents to enable other concerns to operate com^iunieating
systems? "
His ansv/er was "No successful transoceanic
systems, capable of competing in service to the public \7ith
cables."
We find that grid modulation, plate modulation,
Magnetic modulation, suppressors of carrieir waves ^all the^a
devices now in common use were in competitors' hands.
Regarding the traffic arrangements in effect
at the time of this inquiry we have the following testimony:
"Until very recently all messages desired to be sent by radio
to European countries had to be forwarded to the New \^ork
office of the Radio Corporation, Under a recent traffic
arrangement with the Postal Telegraph Company, such messages
can be left at any office of the Postal Telegraph Co, for
transmission to such countries with v/hich the Radio Corpora-
tion has connections,"
"From its stations on the Atlantic coast the
Radio Corporation is handling approximately thirty per cent
of the entire volume of cable and radio messages annually
sent between the United States and European countries
1. Ibid pg 25
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and approximately 50 per cent of the volume of such messages
sent hetv/een the Pacific coast and the Far East is being
3
handled from its Pacific coast stations,
"For a time the rates charged by the Radio
Corporation were lower than those charged by the cable
comt)anies, but in 1923 the cable companies reduced their
1
rates to the level of those charged by the Radio Corporation,''
In regard to agreaments v/ith telegraph
companies we have the following set-up: "By virtue of
agreements with the land telegraph coir^anies messages will
be received at the offices of the Testern Union and Postal
Telegraph Coa, " R. C, A. also had an agreement with
American Telephone and Telegraph "with respect to '.he
acceptance and transmission of m-es sages at its telegraph
terminal offices," There were similar arrangements with
comr>anies or governments in other countries v/hereby a free
2
flow of traffic was allowed,
4
The Picture in 1929-found the following situation:
l,Ibid pg 35
2,World Battle Starts in Air and Under Sea-Business Week-
TDg 37-40 November 27, 1929
3, international Telephone and Telegraph-Annual Report 1926-
Comtnercial and Financial Chronicle, Vol 124 pgs 3373-5
June 4, 1927
4, See footnote 2,.
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In international wireless v/e find that the
British cable and radio facilities have merged. In the
picture as a Miole we find this order: United States,
England, Germany, Prance and Italy, The companies con-
cerned are the R. C, A,, British-Marconi Wireless Co.,
Cie Generale de Telegraphie sans Fil, German Transradio
(controlled by the German Telefunken Company) and Italo
Radio, The French were attempting to get together in
cable and wireless operations, R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
had direct wireless telegraph circuits and traffic agree-
ments with wireless stations in tv/enty eight foreign
centers. The Radio Marine Corporation of America and Mackay
Radio Telegraph oarry on extensive shore-ship service from
fourteen coastal stationd in the United States,
Radio Telephone has been perfected and long
distance telephone cables will be in use in the near future.
We find a cable system in the United States
provided by the French Cable Company, The most important
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American cable systems comprise the Commercial Gables,
Commercial Pacific Cables and All American Cables
all jointly operated as one system under I.T. & T. net-
work comprising 70,500 miles of cables with 7 channels
to Europe and the Azores. In the Azores it connected
with the Eastern Telegraph of England and Italian Cables.
They also owned a cable through the Pacific reaching
Honolulu, Guam, Philippines, Japan and China and the
system of the All American Gables connecting the United
States with most of the 'Vest Indian islands and all Latin-
America excepting Mexico and Paraguay,
The Western Union owned and operated trans-
Atlantic cables totaling 30,000 miles. Arrangements with
Western Union connected directly to South America. An
extensive program was adopted for rearrangement and
improvement of the cables and facilities of the Mexican
Telegraph Company controlled by the Western Union and
operating in connection with its system. The cables owned
and controlled by the 'A'estern Union consisted of the fol-
lowing: eight Atlantic, three Cuban, one to Barbados and
thence to South America, two to the Azores and thence to
Italy, Spain and Germany,
In world international communications v/e
find the following set-up:
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1, British Imperial Cables Systems led in the Empire
and Central Asia, the Mediterranean, on the African Coast,
In Chinese v;aters British cables dominated.
2, Commercial Cables and Western Union shared trans-
Atlantic lead.
In 1929 Postal would have absorbed R.C.A.
Communications Inc. but the Attorney General felt the
proposal trespassed against anti-trust laws. Hoover put
the matter up to Congress and the matter was blocked by
1
Senators Couzens and Dill. This concern , R.C.A.
Conmunications Inc. was formed in 1929 to take over the
coraraimi cations of point to point transmission formerly
performed by Radio Corporation of America.
The Radio Corporation held the key patents
but it was found that the patents of Lee Deforest were in
possession of the Federal Telegraph Company of California.
This company pressed their claim so vigerously that Radio
Corporation allowed them to sustain their charge. It was
then that the acquisition of the Federal Telegraph Company
of California v/as announced by Postal and the Mackay interests.
They immediately announced plans for an inland radio network
which was later laid aside in favor of the international
system.
1. Suggestions for Telegraph, Telephone, Radio Monopoly




Then Mr. Carlbon of the Western Union
built a laboratory for the interception and analysis of
R.C.A. file and upon the completion of the analysis offered
to buy the Radio Corporation, The offer was refused because
when R.CA, was organized it was stipulated that it could
not sell itself without the consent of the organizers,
namely A.T. & T., G. E., Westinghouse and United Fruit.
1
Ov/en D, Young never consented.
Radio Anti-Trust Case Settled- The case in the United
States Circuit Court against the Radio Corporation of
America, General Electric Co., International General Electric
Co., Westinghouse Electric Manufacturing Co., Westinghouse
Electric International Co., National Broadcasting Co., Inc.,
R.C.A, Communications, Inc., R.CA, Photophones, Inc.,
R,C.A. Radiotron Co., Inc,, R.CA, Victor Co,, Inc,,
American Telephone and Telegraph Co., Western Electric Co,,
Inc., General Motors Corporation and General Motors Radio
2
Corporation was settled November 21, 1932.
The reason that it was so hard to prosecute
the concern was that the purchase of an article had
attached thereto a blanket license which precluded the
taker from challenging any of the devices covered. The
settlement of the case was dragged on from the investigation
1.Wire Entanglements-op
. cit.
2.Liddy, S..Radio Anti-Trust Case Settled-Scientific American
pg 188 Vol 48 March 1933
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of the Federal TradeCommiss ion, through the Department of
Justice, as it was thought to come under the jurisdiction
of the Sherman Act, to Senator Couzens investigation
1
which finally resulted in the decree.
The case was claimed "a landmark in the
2
enforcement of the anti-trust lav;s."
The government claimed a victory.
The so-called independent radio firms ^which
forced the suit, were satisfied,
David Sarnoff, President of R, C. A, in-
dicated that his company was better off under the decree
3
than formerly.
The Associated Press said that the "decree
terminating more than two years of effort looking toward a
settlement of the suit without trial, ordered G. E. and
Westinghouse Companies to dispose of one half of their
stock in Radio Corporation to comraon stock holders within
three months, and the balance of it within three years,
"in consenting to the decree the defendants
wanted it understood that they were not admitting they
had violated the Federal laws. The government in a
statement asserted that the defendants had violated
the anti-trust laws.
1 .Unscrambling Radio's Eggs-New Republic Vol 73
pg 86-7 December 7, 1932
2,Breaking up the Radio Monopoly-Literary Digest Vol 114
pg 8 December 10, 1932
3. Ibid- from Camden Courrier Post
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"The two electric companies were enjoined
from acquiring stock in the Radio Corporation in the future.
All their representatives on the board of directors or
other coinmittees of the Radio Corporation v^ere required to
resign v/ithin ten days, with the exception of Owen D. Young,
chairman of the board of General Electric and Andrew W, Robert-
son, chairman of the board of Westinghouse who may continue
1
to serve five months."
R.C.A. Throws its lot with Western Union- In May 1934 we
2
find that the R.C.A. expanded its services and threw its
lot with the Western Union, New services contemplated were
the linking of Boston, Washington, New York, San Francisco,
Chicago and New Orleans by radio. They would reduce the rates.
They would send fifteen words via radio for the telegraphic
rate of ten, and sixty words via day-letter or night-letter
for the present price of fifty. In international communi-
cations we find the same situation.
Probably another important move in the cooper-
ation of the two companies was the fact that through the
International Telegraph Convention held in Lisbon in 1933
the cable rates were increased. Specifically they did away
with the week-end letter service to practically all countries
and reduced the number of letters in code messages from ten
l.Ibid
2.R. C. A. Enters Fight-Business Week- pg 10 May 5,1934
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to five. This brought into existence the "Cable and Radio
Users' Protective Committee," This league charged that
there was a monopoly and that there was non-governmental
regulation of the rates. However, it was pointed out that
the people who complained most were the ones v/ho required
preferential services. They made code words take the place
of many words. They required instantaneous transmission of
messages between New York and European centers because they
were engaged in the business of taking advantage of the differ-
ences in international markets. Often it was said, that
messages v/ent from New York and even inland points, to London
or Paris and were delivered inside a minute and the answer
1
filed and delivered in the period of two to five minutes.
Conclusion-' Cables have tended to supplement the domestic
commimication telegraph services. They make the wires inter-
national in scope. Considering that we are not as vast an
Empire as Great Britain, our control of communications, in the
international aspect is equal, if not surpassing all others
in the world.
Radio's functions were at first to supplement
the activities of cable. Later it supplanted cable service
to a certain degree. It has meant a material reduction in
rates at a time when such a reduction was not forthcoming




1, Cable Row; Appeal to Washington for Return to Old Rates




Chapter VlttRecent Trends in Communication
In general- It might be --Tell in tracing the recent growth
to quote a contemporary writer who says that the tremendous
expansion in our communications system, is a part of the pre-
sent industrial revolution and that "the change in communica-
tion has knit the world closer together. It has v;idened
the horizons of every community, partly through the rapid
dissemination of news and partly through the breaking down
of provincialism v/ith new facilities for travel" and goes
on further to say that it is a "by-product" of our factory
1
system and machine age.
In tracing the development of commmi cations
in the United States it has been found that the auto, motion
picture, aeroplane and radio continued to increase in 1928
both in numbers and use more rapidly than older facilities
2
such as the railroad, telegraph, telephone and newspapers.
In 1930 the saturation point v/as being reached in the older
3
fields of communication.
1, Albion, R. Gr. , Communication Revolution; -American Historical
Review, vol 37 pg 718-20 July 1932,
2,Burgess, E.W. . Communications , United States 1928-American
Journal of Sociology vol 34 pg 1072 May 1929
3,Willey, M.M. and Rice, S. A. .Communications , United States
1930-American Journal of Sociology vol 36 pg 966 May 1931
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In sumriarizing tho trend in all communications
the following table will be interesting:"^
J. Cl U X tJ TJ.
Item 1907 1927 Decrease in
Yrs Mos Days Yrs Mos Days Tiim-fo
Local letters 18 9 50
Local telephone calls 3 50
Non-local letters 6 4 33
Toll telephone calls 4 15 1 10 11
Telegrams 11 2 6 23 39
Cablegrams 14 3 14 8 4 2 42
These figures indicate the average interval
for the average person in the United States bet-^veen incoming
messages
•




Year Telephone % of Total Telegraph % of Total
1932 334,085 83,4 66,723 16,6
1927 375,272 82.2 81,498 17.8
1922 312,015 82.0 68,632 18.0
1917 262,629 80.2 64,723 19.8
1912 183,361 80.4 44,811(3) 19.6
1907 144,169 83.7 28,034 16.3
1902 78,752 74.0 27,627 26.0
The ratio has changed from 3 to 1 to approx-
imately 5 to 1, There is no way of telling how much improved
methods and labor saving devices have helped either industry.
These figures do not include either in the above or in sub-
sequent tabulations, wireless telegraphy. These tables are
not indicative of actual sizes d)f the industries. In the
telegraph industry ,messages are individually handled many times
calling for an increased amount of ti-^e. This time amounts to
1.The Agencies of Communication-Op. cit, pg 201
2, Census of Electrical Industries 1932-Teiephone and Telegraph
U.S. Department of Commerce pg 18 1934 'Vashington Grovernraent
Printing Office.





more in telegraph than in telephone calls.
The data for salaries and wages is not
included in this report for three reasons. The first,
that the percentages remain about the same although the
ratios are accentuated. The second reason is that there
were different salary payment schedules in effect for the
distinct industries. The third is that labor saving devices
eliminated many highly paid employees.
Wire Statistics- Presented herewith, is a report of the
miles of single wire for the telephone and telegraph
(including cable). After which, there is some data relative
to the telegraph regarding lines along the right of way of
railways and leased and controlled wires.
Table III 1
Milew of Single Wire
Year Telephone % of Total Telegraph
;i of Total
1932 87,677,586 97.5 2,266,054 2.5
1927 63,836,182 96.7 2,145,897 3.5
1922 37,265,958 95.3 1,853,250 4.7
1917 28,827,188 93.8 1,890,245 6.2
1912 20,248,326 91.8 1,814,196 8.2
1907 12,999,364 89.2 1,577,961 10.8
1902 4,900,451 78.8 1,318,350 21.2
The miles of telephone wire increased
eighteen times in thirty years; the miles of telegraph
wire did not double. Or again, the telephone has been
adding 2.8 million miles , on an average, each year for
the past thirty years. This is an amount greater than
l.Ibid-The figure for telegraph do not include wire ownei and
operated wholly by railway companies.
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the total telegraph mileage of the whole country. However,
the capacity of the telegraph lines increased more rapidly
a
than the single wire operated,
2
Table IV
Railway and Commercial Telegraph Lines and V/ires on Right of
Way of Class I Railroads, 1932
Miles of Single Wire Ovmed, Total 1,577,523
By Railway Companies 353,503
Jointly by Railway and Telegraph Companies 15,626
By Telegraph and other Non-Railway Companies 1,203,199
Miles of Single Wire Operated, Total 1,577,323
By Railv/ay Companies 503,380
Jointly by Railway and Telegraph Companies 78,730
By Telegraph and other Non-Railway Companies ,995,218
Table V
Commercial Telegraph Line and Wire on Railway Right of '/^'ay,
by Companies, 1932
Miles of Wire
Company Total Owned Leased, etc
Total
. 1,611,355 1,378,456 232,899
Western Union 1,511,281 1,301,749 209,532




Phila,, Reading &Pottsville 4,720 4,720
Others 5,387 5,153 234
Probably the reason railway companies operate
about 150,000 miles more wire than they own is because they
obtain the use of the wire from the telegraph companies for
a right of way along the road. Conversely we find that the
telegraph conpanles operate 200,000 less miles than they
own, t'he remainder being operated jointly by the telep;raph
1.The Agencies of Communication-op , cit , pg 195




Of the total miles of v/iro ovmed, and leased
or controlled, Western Union has 93/^, Postal Telegraph Gable
5% and the remaining 2%, Western Union ov/ns 86^ of all the
wire it operates; Postal owns 88^. These figures are for
wire along railways. This factor must be kept in mind v^hen
attempting to make an analysis of the picture, Howe\ier, it
is likely that they represent the picture as the remaining wire












Table VI gives us many surprises. There is
a saying, "Talk is Cheap." There is a contradiction to this
in these figures, hcvevcr, because we have an industry
represented here which has a billion dollar annual income
founded on it. The ratlo|of telephone to telegraph revenue
has changed from about 7 to 3 in 1902 to 9 to 1 in 1932.
The telephone continued to pile up increased revenue figures
despite a general depression. The telegraph, which has been
called a more sensitive business barometer, dropped back to
about the 1917 level in the last five years. The telep- one ,











during the period; the telegraph up to 1927 , increased its
revenue 5 times, but in 1932, it was only 3 times more
than in 1902.
The utilization of the telegraph has not
kept pace v;ith the increased facilities although there is
reason to believe that the length of the telegram has in-
creased. However, there seems to be a "crisis "psychology
surrounding the telegram which possibly limits its use.
Factors entering into the picture in respect to the tele-
graph file are the use of air mail with overnight deliveries
to an increasingly large area. The use of the teletyoe by
the telephone companies has made serious inroads on the cream
of the telegraph file. There are no figures available as
to the amount this would represent.
Data relative to telephone operating revenue
may be misleading. There was a decrease of over a million
1
telephones betv/een 1927 and 1932. However, the correspond-
ing loss in revenue may have been made up by toll calls.
There is no information available regarding number of toll
calls as compared with the number of local messages. In-
formation regarding the number of toll calls, if kept over
a period of years might indicate to what extent the telephone




Investment in Plant and Equipment-
Table VII
Investment in Plant and Equipment
Year Telephone % of Total Telegraph % of Total
1932 $5,298,347,951 90,4 .<|50 6, 445,426 9.6
1902 550,957,811 70.7 161,679,679 29.3
The Investment ratio of telephone to telegraph
30 years ago was about 5 to 1; in 1932 about 10 to 1, In
1902 there was more money invested in telephones thali there
is in the telegraphs today.
Cable and ?/ireless- The cable lines have inc "teased from on*
in 1868 to tv/enty one in 1931 across the Atlantic. The
South American netv/ork has grown steadily and the Pacific
v/as spanned in 1902 giving complete round the world trana-
1
mission. Cable messages, were 9,602,559 in 1922; 13,986,939
in 1927 and 10,436,613 in 1932 with an average income of the
2
industry of around f'1^17 ,000 ,000 •
Growth of v/ireless messages was from. 154,617
in 1907 to 5,777,538 in 1927. Its advantage lies^n its
flexibility. Its scope is mainly international and supple-
ments cable services as well as competing with the cable.
Conclusion of Trends- Broadly speaking, the telephone is ten
times larger than the telegraph industry, both in invest-
ments and earnings. The telephone industry has developed
much fabter and further than the telegraph. The telephone
industry has more stability than the telegraph. The tele-
graphs reflect business conditions sooner. The telep::one
1.The Agencies of Communication, Op. cit. pg 195
2.Telephone and Telegraph, op. cit, pg 42,
3.Census of Electrical IndustriesjTelegraph 1927 og 24-26
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company lines the highways, the telegraph the railways.
Point to point coramunication has Tnultipied greatly and
over v/idening areas* Local contacts are more numerous
than non-local contacts because of the telephone. Relative-
ly, local contacts have increased more rapidly than non-
1
local contacts.
The Present Structure and Resume' of Past History- Today,
in reviewing the situation as a v/hole we find the following:
1.American Telephone & Telegraph has extensive phone lines,
overseas telephones, and teletype functioning. The telephone
lines could, without addition of expensive equipment be used
for telegraph communication,
2,R.C.A, , an extensive international and ship-shore communi-
cation system with contemplated domestic transmission facili-
ties, throws its lot with Western Union to supplement and in
some cases duplicate the laters services. The company has
practically no feeder offices.
5, International Telephone and Telegraph with a small supply
of feeder offices (about 1500 supplied by the Postal Tele-
graphO), extensive overseas and South American cables( supplied
by Ail-American cables. Commercial Cables and leased circuits)
and Mackay Radio competing with R.C.A.
4,Western Union with the fastest and best trans-Atlantic cables,
some other cables and connections v/ith R.C.A. has an abundance




of feeders (namely 21,142 offices), Hov/ever, number of
cables Is not Western Union's strong point, Quality of
service may be another story.
We have covered briefly the events leading
up to the invention of the telegraph, telephone, and radio.
Here it v/as shown that it v/as an accumulation of knowledge
which led to their discovery. The commercial development
of the telegraph brought out the fact that under comxDetition
it v/as a weak and puny industry, V/ith the advent of the
Western Union absorbing many lines aid the joint use of lines
by the railroad, a period of ranid development took place
in the engineering field. Thus it continued until around
1880 when the telephone gave it a scare. It tried to
compete with the telephone in its own field but much to
everybody's surprise, it v/oke up the public to the advantage
of the teleiDhone rather than add to the prestige and commer-
cial development of the telegraph. For a while, before the
development of toll lines, they worked in harmony. At one
time a combination v/as in effect only to be disbanded by
governmental orders. They continued to work in harmony wifti
interchange of lines and ideas. Their functions were then
supplementary rather than competitive. The telegraph v.as
for long distances; the telephone, for local communications.
About 1930 we see a threat to the telegraph
industry with the advent of the telephone company into the
teletype business. Also there appeared a vague threat to
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their prestige with the use of the radio. Would intercity
communications by radio ever become practical?
Cable development did not begin as an American
organization but has gradually grown so that today American
capital dominates the Atlantic, The coming of radio meant
that the cable rates were eventually lov/ered. It also meant





There are four classes of telephone and
1
telegraph systems:
1,Private ownership and no control,
2,Private ov/nership under government regulation.
3 . G-overnment ownership and adjninist ration.
4. Crovernment ownership and private administration under
contract.
The first and last of these are non-existent.
They are potentialities but due to inherent weaknesses have
not existed. Our concern will be with private ownership
under government regulation of communication. This is
the system in use in the United States. Most foreign
countries have government ownership and administration.
However, their development of communications, has in most
cases lagged far "bBehind the United States.
Chronology of Regulation of Communications-
March 24,1843- This day Congress authorized
$30,000 for the construction of a telegraph line betv;een
Baltimore and V/asliington.
1844-\orse said, "The proprietors respectfully
1". Selected Articles on Government Ownersnip of Telegrapn
and Telephone, op, cit. Introductory Section.
2.Morse, E.L.. Samuel P. 3. Morse-1914 New York,Hought on
Miiifflin pg 201-2
3. Ibid pg 228-9
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suggest that it (the telegraph) is an engine of pov/er, for
good or for evil, which all opinions seem to concur in desir-
ing to have subject to the control of the government,
rather than have it in the hands of private individuals
and associations; and to this end the proprietors respect-
fully subrait their willingness to transfer the exclusive use
and control of it, from Washington City to the citj of New
York, to the United States, together v/lth such improvements
as shall be made by the proprietors, or either of them, if
Congress shall proceed to cause its construction, and upon




1856- The Atlantic Telegraph Company received
certain privileges for which it agreed to transmit government
message free of charge,
1864- Congress passed an act authorizing con-
struction of lines through the territory of the United States
to the boundaries of British America to connect there with
lines previously authorized by Great Britain and Russia,
This act provided the American govornment with priority in
the use of lines within its territory and that the usual
rates in Europe and America shall previil.
1866- Congress passed a law giving the
government the right to take possession of the telegraph
at any t ime ,
1, Chronology of the Development of Coiranunication by '.Vire and




1869- French Gable Co, applied for a license
to land at Duxbury but was refused by President ^rant because
France did not allow foreign cab]B s to land on her shores.
1870- British governtnent takes over telegraph.
1873- Congress authorized the Secretary of the
Navy to make soundings between here and Japan for practicabil-
ity of laying a telegraph cable.
1875- President Grant recommended to Congress
regarding cable landings:
1. Countries refusing equal privileges for American cable
companies not be allowed to land.
2.No cable be allowai. to land that was not proh"' b-" ^'^^^
fron consolidating with other lines to regulate cable tolls..
?, Government messages be given precedence on all lines,
4.That power be reserved to the two governments concerned
to fix the cable rate.
1881- The first American owned trans-Atlantic
cable laid by Jay Gould.
1883- J. W. Mackay and J. 5. Bennett receive
permission to land a cable,
1887- Intei?state Commerce Act passed,
1906- First International Radio Convention at
Berne
.
l.Ibid unless other-wise noted.
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June 18, 1919-Mann-Elkin Act placed
Telegraph, telephone and cable under Interstate Commerce
Commission,
1910-President Taft signs first bill to
regulate radio.
1913-Divorce of American Telephone and
Telegraph and Western Union,
1916-All American Cable won court decision
against Western Telegraph Company (British) stripoing it of
most of its momopolies and gaining a foothold in Brazil,
1919-Government assumes control of
telephone and telegraph as a v/ar measure,
1920-P resident Yilson said no monopoly for
cables and refused license to 'Vestern Union Cable Company
to lay a cable from Miami, Flo, to Barbados Island where it
would connect with a cable of the Western Telegraph Company,
He said America would be a party to it,
1921-President Carlton of the '.Vestern Union
testified that secrecy of the cables landing in British
territory was at stake and the British censors v/ere prying
1
into trade secrets even after the war v/as finished.
May 2, 1921-Cable landing act was passed.
1. Odell, G,T., Cable Control Controversy-Nation, vol, 112
pg 169-70, February 2, 1921
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June 10,1921- Paragraph 9 added to Section
407 of the Transportation Act permitting telephone companies
to consolidate,
1923-Federal Trade Commission report on
1.
the radio industry was submitted to Congress,
February 23,1927- Pedoral Radio Commission
authorized bv Congress v/ith famous Section 17 of the act
2
creating the above body. This says, "After the passage
of this Act no person, firm, company, or corporation nov/ hr
hereafter, directly or indirectly through any subsidiar^r,
associated, or affiliated person, firm, company, coi-poration,
or agent, or otherwise, in the business of transmitting
and/or receiving for hire energy, commtimicatlons , or signals
by radio in accordance v/ith the terms of the license issued
under this Act, shall by purchased lease, construction, or
otherwise, directly or indirectly, acquire, own, control, or
operate any cable or v/ire telegraph or telephone line or
system between any place in any State, Territory, or Possession
of the United States or in the District of Columbia, and any
place in any foreign country, or shall acquire
,
own, or
control any part of the stock or other capital share of any
interest in the physical property and/or other assets of any
such cable, wire , telegraph, or teleohone lino or system, if
1 .Report of the Federal Trade Commission on the Radio Industry
1924 Washington-Governmental Printing Office,
2.Lewis, Elm.er A. , Radio Laws of the United States-1934 'Yashing-
ton. Governmental Printing Office .og 26
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in either case the purpose is and/or the effect thereof may
be to substantially lessen competition or to restrain com-
merce between any place in any State, Territory, or posses-
sion of the United States or in the District of Columbia
and any place in any foreign country, or unlav/fully to C7-eate
monopoly in a.ny line of commerce; nor shall any person, firm,
company, or corporation now or hereafter engaged directly
or indirectly through any subsidiary, associated or affiliat3d
person, cpmpany, corporation, or agent, or otherv/ise, in
the business of transmitting and/or receiving for hire messages
by any cable, wire, telegraph, or telephone line or system
(a)between any place in any State, Territory or possesion of
the United States or in the District of Columbia, and any place
in any other State, Territory, or possession of the United States:
or (b) betv/een any place in any State, Territory, or possession
of the United States, or the District of Columbia and any
place in any foreign country, by purchase, lease, construction,
or otherwise, directly or Indirectly acquire, own control, or
operate any station or the apparatus therein, or any system
between any Dlace in any State, Territory, or possession of
the United States or in the District of Columbia, and any
place in any foreign country, or shall acquire, ov/n or control
any part of the stock or other capital share or any interest
in the physical property and/or other assets of any such
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radio station, apparatus, or system, if in either case the
purpose is to restrain commerce betv/een any place in any State,
Territory, or possession of the United States or in the
District of Columbia, and any place in any foreign country,
or unlawfully to create monopoly in any line of commerce."
1928-1933-Subsequent provisions were made for
continuance of the Federal Radio Commission.
1932- Radio Anti-Trust case was settled and
1
it cansed the disolution of the patent dooI,
May 18,1934- "Lindberg Law"- This is an act
applying the powers of the Federal government, under the
commerce clause of the Constitution, to extortion by means
of telephone, telegraph, radio, oral message, or otherwise.
June 19,1934- Communications Act of 1934
passed centralizing power over communications. This v/as for-
2
merly controlled in the following ways:
1.The Federal Radio Commission was established February
23,1927 but its powers over radio v;ere divided \vith the
Department of Commerce,
2.Control of telephone and telegraph was in the hands
of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
3.Control of licensing of cable landings wasiin the
hands of the President,
1,Neilds, J, P., Radio Anti-Ti-ust Gase Settled-Scientific American
vol 148 March 19o3
2, Chronology of the Development of Coiranuni cat ions by Wire and
Wireless-Op, cit, pg 8.

The purpose of the act v/as given on page
tvro of this \";ork.
The Federal Conimuni cat ions Commission was
established under the act. The seven members of the
coirmiission are appointed by the President v/ith the advice
and consent of the Senate, The President shall designate
one member as chairman. Each member shall serve for a
period of seven years. It shall make an annual report
to Congress giving reports of the years proceedings and
asking for additional legislation that it considers necessa-
1
These further provisions of the act give a
more complete picture. Common carriers must place with the
commission a report of services and charges in effect, franks
and passes, copies of contracts. There shall be no interlock-
ing directorates. The communication industries shall be val-
ued. Extension of lines shall be reported to and approved
by the commission. The commission shall have power to in-
quire into the manage m.ent and require filing of annual or other
reports. Section 407, paragraph 9 of the Transportation Act,
allovfing phone companies to merge under certain conditions was
continued in effect. The Radio Act of 1927 as applied to the
radio was taken over by the commission. The application of
anti-trust laws are continued in effect regarding the industry,
1,Radio Lavi^s of the United States-op, cit.
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Arguments for Government Ownership- The first striking
argument we have for public ov/nership of communications,
is that the service rendered is of a public nature. The
question may be asked- where does this fit Into a picture
/^f unification of our communications system? The answer
is that unification of our communications system might be
attained as a government owned monopoly.
The public nature of the service raises the
question of v;hat should be done in the case of a strike.
Certainly, in order to maintain our services to the best
degree the regulation of labor should be such that management
and not labor should rule. Amongst government employees,
strikes are not in order. Therefore why should they be
allov/ed in private corporations of a public nature? Carlton
of the :.'estern Union, on these grounds eliminated labor
unions and their employees from the ranks of the Western
Union, He substituted a company controlled association
which had practically no value as far as actual bargaining
power was concerned but which had the semblance of giving
a voice to the employees. Governments provide for their
labor problems in a different way.
It has been said that public services must
be monopolistic to be effective or they may become suffi-
ciently strong to be independent of the government.

We have the American Telephone & Telegraph pursuing a
policy of extending ownership of stocks among many people.
Thus, they not only have many voices in management, but
also have many voices with which to protest to the govern-
ment in the case of attempted governmental regulation. The
R.C.A. patent pool which extended for over ten years despite
attempts of the government to break it up, affords another
example where the corporation v/as, for a time, stronger than
the government, ^.¥hen the pool was finally dissolved it was
not a complete victory for the government. The corporation
obtained what it v/lshed.
Corporations may usurp the po'rers of govern-
ment. An attempt was made which v;as almost successful in
this respect when Newcomb Carlton attempted to land a cable
at Miami, Florida to be connected with foreign interests
detrimental to the welfare of the United States in that it
contacted a cable having monopolistic privileges in Brazil,
It took a gunboat to stop him.
These communication utilities may tend to
control legislative and regulative bodies. Thus we see
great political pressure being brought to bear on the
leaders of Congress in their investigations. One corpor-
ation uses it against another. Not only this, but the
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mere tendency to control the legislative bodies v/ill tend
to represent the corporation and not the people.
It has been pointed out that charges under
private monopoly are inequitable. There was no body of appeal,
up to the time of the creation of the Communications Qom-
mission in 1934. Today it is difficult to determine the rates
that the telephone company charges for teletype service be-
cause the telephone company refuses to give them out to
anyone but subscribers. Thus the telegraph interests are
unable to adjust their rates to cope with the situation.
The fact that the American Telephone &
Telegraph has been able to sustain their dividend payments
even under conditions which would result in a loss to a
corporation is resulting in an investigation by Congress
into their charges. Not only did they pile up enormous
surplus accounts, but they also have accumulated a tremen-
dous reserve against depreciations. Should not these
savings he,ve been passed on to the society v/herein and with
whom they do business?
As a means of taking over the telephone and
telegraph v;e have the post office department. Practically
all European companies have the telephone and telegraph
under government ovmership. The savings, supposedly, would
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come about through avoiding duplication of offices and
employees. It would call for an extension of the offices
of the telegraph to districts not nov/ served by the
telegraph. The telegraph supplements the functions of
the mails, it has been said, in that it offers v/rltten
communication at a distance more quickly than the mails.
If the government took over the telephone
and the telegraph v/e could combine the telephone and the
telegraph thus effecting many savings of wires. It v/ould
eliminate private profit. It is recognized that from the
profit and loss account of any Industry operated by the
government that the advantages are negligible. However,
the services rendered to all the people would make up for
this weakness.
It has been argued that nev/ inventions would
be used sooner. When the Navy department was handling all
the radio facilities during the war, it was discovered that
the use of all patents was necessary in order to bring our
overseas communications by air tip to what they should be.
In concluding this section it might be well
to quote from Professor Adam Smith v/ho says that all industries
1
fall into three classes, namely, industries of constant returns,
industries of diminishing returns, and industries of increasing
returns. The telephone is in the last group. In this
1,Lewis, D.J. .Government ownership of Telegraph and Telephone
Congressional Record, December 22,1913
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group free competition is powerless to exercise healthy
regulating influence
•
Arguments for Private Ownership with Gontrol- The argu-
ments for govc-^rnment ownership and the arguments for
private ov/nership with control are both striving for a
common end. This end, in our case is the best passible
communication system,
A rapid and efficient service is necessary
for the public welfare. Let us examine what has been done
in other countries. The example of the American Expedition-
ary Forces in Prance in the establishment of a complete
communication system for all the front lines has brought
a reaction against government ownership in Europe. It
proved the opening wedge for I.T & T. to establish factories
and telephone systems throughout Europe.
Statistics need not be quoted to show how we
lead. It is sufficient to say that there are approximately
13 telephones for every 100 people in the United States where-
as the rest of the world has but one telephone for every 100
people. The United States has only 5% 4f the world's area,
6% of the world* s population but it has 52^ of the world's
1
telephones.
1 .Information Department, American Telephone 6c Telegraph Go,
The Telephone in America- 1934 New York, pg 18 2c 19.
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The primary issue is rates versus service.
In America the services are the motive and the rates are
charged for accordingly. In Europe, evidently the poli-
cy is to fix the rate and then to give a corresponding
service.
The government ownership of telephone and
telegraph does not furnish incentive for initiative that is
found under private ownership. There is a definite tangible
reward awaiting men who can improve the present system. It
is this reward that keeps our leaders on their toes and has
lead to the present developemant
.
Governments are clumsy and lacking in initiative.
Red tape and governmental restrictions would prevent the dis-
carding of an obsolete system or service in preference of a
new service. The telephone and tele graph industries are
not immune to the hazards of the weather. Often it costs
millions for the repair of wires and their maintenance.
Would the government have sufficient capital and means availa-
ble to take care of these emergencies? 'Ve might ask,
where would we place the telephone and telegraph in our muni-
cipal, state and federal administration? The post offices
today have not enough room for them. The coTimunication
system is more than state-wide. The municipal systems are




From the standpoint of the public as a v/hole
it would produce an undesirable political and social reaction.
Would or v/ould not loolitics creep into the system? It
cannot be denied that our post office system is controlled
by politics and is one of the biggest "pork barrels" the
world has ever known. The telephone and telegraph are
much more engulfed with engineering technicalities than the
post office. Socially, the telephone and telegraph are
gatherers and disseminators of news. This would mean that
the government would have an eye on all news and censorship
would become easier. Under our present system of gov3rnment
it is against our policy to have the government censor the press.
Would it be just to allow them to handle the only means of
gathering news?
From the consumers standpoint, the Continental
telephone is cheaper than the American, However, the service
rendered is much inferior to ours. In America the citizen
has the government for an arbitrary place of appeal. In
government owned communications there is no appeal. If
the same laws apply as in America regarding an individual i s
rights, there v;ould be no redress against the government.
Government control may extend itself in many
ways. For instance, there may be control of financial
operations which may be divided into rates charged to consumers.
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means of obtaininsT credit by the corporations, dividend
payments of the corporation, and methods of keeping the
accounts and labelling them. Control may be exercised
over services rendered. This may take the form of forc-
ing extension of service to places not at the present served,
improving present service, providing for future service, and
redress against poor services rendered in the past. Govern- -
ments may decide whether there shall be competition or coor-
dination; monopoly and a unified service or rivalry and
duplications. They must decide under what conditions their
communications system will be the best possible system.
Specific Acts Frohibitiing Unification- The United States
of America, feeling at times that freedom of trade would be
impaired by und4e cooperation, coordination, and consolida-
tion has from time to time, through Congress passed acts rela-
tive to restraining corporations, individuals and groups of
Individuals from combining. The first of these acts v/as
the so-called Sherman Act which became active on and after
1
July 2,1890, This act did not have the "sting" expected for
the restraint of trade and v/e find on October 15,1914 and
amended as of May 15,1916 and May 26,1920 the Clayton Act,
This act provided for fair rates and equitable to all.
l,V/orld's Almanac-193a pg 203.
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However, the '.Vebb Export Trade Act, approved
April 10,1918 permitted combinations or associations of
persons in the United States for the purpose of selling
American goods abroad at prices which would compete wifti the
foreign manufacturers or combinations. This act was thought
by some to mean that systems of communication could so con-
solidate to compete, Vvith the merger of the British cable
and radio facilities, this act v/as brought for.vard to show
whereby it would be legal to combine in order to meet foreign
comp etition.
Section 17 of the Radio Act of 1927 as formerly
stated, in the first part of this chapter prohibits wire and
wireless companies to consolidate.
The Qommuni cat ions Act of 1934 reinforced this
stand and gave the government closer supervision over the
telephone, telegraph, cable and radio. However, we see the
telephone compan|:es permitted to combine under specific
conditions, is this not a recognition that there is some
fault with the law in respect to the remaining agencies of
communication? If v/e allow telephone companies to consol —
idate, why should we not allow telegraph, cable and radio
companies to merge or consolidate?
Testimony Pro and Con an Consolidation- 'Ve have given the
history, the present organizational set-up, the governmental
regulation and arguments for a potential set-up as a government
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monopoly, and arguments for a regulated monopoly. There
is one thing lacking. That is v/hat does industry think of
consolidations. Direct testimony of captains of communi-
cation is liable to be biased. Nevertheless there may be
some value in their remarks. Let us attempt tojweigh them.
The clotek, the arena, the men: all are worth
noting in this battle.
The time is 1930, before a Senate investigation
of communications aimed at proposed legislation to regulate
our communications. There are present Owen D. Young, chair-
man of the board of directors of General Electric and R.C.A;
Sosthenes Behn, president of International Telephone and
Telegraph; Newcomb Carlton
,
president of '.Yestern Union;
Ellery Stone, president of Kolster Radio Corporation and^
Federal Telegraph Company and Captain Stanford C. Hooper,
V/e have shown that Mr, Young, about this time
was attenpting to negotiate the sale of R.C.A, to I, T. 2c T.
which v/as run by Mr, Behn. Mr, Carlton is in the position of
protecting his cables from competition by radio, Mr, Stone
is ppposed to consolidation because R.C.A. holds the"bag'',
figuratively speaking. That is, R.C.A. holds the basic patents
necessary for a radio system. Captain Stanford C. Hooper,
was one of the gentlemen who induced General Electric to go
into the communications field. He has nothing to gain in
iither consolidation or competition. He speaks for the Navy,
1.Should Communications Services be permitted to Consolidate?
Congressional Digest, vol 9 pg 115-6 April 19TO.
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However, his field is not limited to the Navy because the
Navy has as its function the protection of the cable and
radio circuits. Thus it is that the conmerce of corarnuni-
cations as a v/hole is represented at the inquiry,
Mr, Young, in speaking for consolidation,
asked the question, "Hovr are you going to regulate rates in
competition?" (The answer was in the Communications Act of
1934) , Hoe goes on to say that capital costs and labor
costs are more than as if duplication were avoided; the
savings of efficient management brought about through com-
petition are not enough to warrant duplicity; and if the
duplicity of radio is added to the present structure ruinous
competition would develope. H© said that "we must learn to
regulate adequately our public services in private hands or
there will be no alternative but government ownership of
such services."
Mr, Behn says that, in his opinion, he thinks
they should merge if there is no increase in the rates, (He
does not, according to the wording, wish for a decrease in
rates.) However, he believes there will be a reduction
through the elimination of wastes. The point that was brought
out was that the policy of prohibiting radio and cable inter-
ests to merge is antagonistic to prominence in international
communications. He says that the Webb Act permitted consol-
idation in the export of commodities therefore there ought to
be allowed, in the fields of communication, consolidation.
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He goes on further to say that he believes that the com-
munications industry is in its infancy but that the telegraph
field has been stagnant,
"When you deprive a growing nation like the
United States of stimulating effects of competition in
communication, in my judgement, you have done a deadly
thing," So speaks Mr, Carlton, He goes on to say that
the Western Union is not to be included in any monopoly
picture. But if there should be a monopoly there would
be only one organization to place it under and that is the
American Telephone and Telegraph, This company is the only
one that has not asked for a monopoly. In speaking of the
radio, he says that it has its problems distinct from the
wires. Furthermore, he said, if Congress let I.T & T, and
R.C.A join there would be no monopoly on the Atlantic be-
cause Western Union would not join. The Western Union
would give the best competition it knew how. The present
picture shows two active cable companies fighting for business
but "when either gets into trouble as in the case of an earth-
quake both get together using each others facilities, using
each others ships, lending each other cable, cooperating as
brothers, but fighting for business. If you wish a healthy
business make every one fight alone. Radio should not be
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coddled but put on its own feet." Later he expressed
the opinion, correctly, that R.C.A, and 'Vestern Union
1
held the British merger in the palm of their hand.
Mr. Stone says Section 17 of the Radio
Act of 1927 is in accordance with his opinion. If it
were repealed there v/ould be monopoly without regulation.
Captain Hooper said the Radio Corporation,
on its formation, was told to keep clear of entangling
alliances with cable companies. This was for two reasons.
At that time there was a fear of a domination and control
of the skill of the British. Radio was a "great American
opportunity." Service could be improved and rates reduced^
However, he v/ent further and said there are five types of
rapid communication systems, namely, cable, radio-telegraph,
radio-telephone, cable-telephone, and airmail. He went on
to say that one large radio-telegraph company is enough and
probably all the available wave supply would permit.
On the whole the testimony is conflicting.
The government feared that the combination of the radio and
cable would mean British dominance. It has been demonstrated
since then, that the British merger of cable and radio was a
financial "flop".
In 1933 we find that after taking much testi-
mony, the Interdepartmental Communications Co-nmittee
l.Air Monopoly Again- Nation- Vol. 130 pg 90 January 22,1930
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recoTTinended that Western Union and Postal combine and that
they use savings effected to extend the service to other com-
munities. The phone lines of the American Telephone and
Telegraph should be use^i
. It was brought out, that under
this arrangement that the American Telephone and Telegraph
v/ould be subject to greater regulation. The committee
said that a better all roimd service, a simplified capital
structure, a reduction in overhead and operating expenses to
1
an extent justifying considerable reduction in rates. would be
made possible.
l,Sug=restions for a Telephone, Telegraph Radio Monopoly





Chapter VIII- Weaknesses of the Present System
Points where our communications system
should be strengthened are many. These points may be
duplication, lack of coordination and cooperation,
competition, non-committal or partial committal of an
act and many others. Let us attempt to segregate some
of the msmy weaknesses of the present structure.
Research, Investigation and Experimentation- Under the
present structure of our communications system we have in
the American Telephone and Telegraph about 5000 persons
devoted exclusively to research, not only in the telephone
field but in many electrical experiments. The Western
Union has its engineers, although we do not hear much about
them. International Telephone and Telegraph has its corp
of men investigating new fields. Radio Corporation in its
New Jersey Victor plant also has its research departments.
We have shown how the Western Union has a
contract for the use of any development of the Bell Labora-
tories of the American Telephone and Telegraph, The R.C.A,
was first a patent dooI but was divorced by the government
from such an arrangement. International Telet)hone and
Telegraph has, since its entrance in the picture, worked v/ith
the Bell system. In the development of the telephone in
Europe we find the two working side by side. The only
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weakness that might be pointed out is that the basic radio
patents were lacking to industry for its use. Still R.G.A,
Coimnuni cat ions holds the paid communications by radio in its
field except fot the slight encroachment of the Mackay
interests. It is true that there have been abuses in the
past. The telephone interests were probably charging
monopoly prices under the patent privileges afifforded thern, on
the introduction of the telephone. The telegraph probably
suffered because the use of patents v/ere allowed to too
many people and there was an entire lack of a coordination
of interests. The introduction of radio into the communi-
cations field found many diffused patents under different
ownership. It v/as necessary for the Radio Corporation to
bring the patents together before anything worth while could
be accomplished.
The exploitation of inventors working outside
the research laboratories of the communications industries
offer a problem. Should they attempt to market their
invention individually or should they try to sell their in-
vention to one of the present corporations? The present
structure is such that the dominating interests hold the
fate of a lone inventor in the palm of their hand, '.Vill
the future offer an incentive for outside improvement?
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Organization and Finance" The communications industry has
a good organization from the standpoint of giving an effi-
cient service* The personnel of the telephone comoany
is exceptionally good. In the telegraph field, the lovi
margin of profit has led to the employment of labor for v/hich
they pay a correspondingly lower wage. There is not as high
a class of employees in the telegraph industry. Statistics
regarding radio are not complete or even full enough to draw
a conclusion.
If systems were combined there v/ould be little
savings of duplication in advertising because of the following
reasons:
1,Western Union does little advertising outside of stickers
and dodgers,
2,The telephone and the telegraph have different appeals,
3,Postal Telegraph advertises its services to a limited
extent but this advertising does not compete with the tele-
phone advertising. In the telegraph field there is probably
a greater need of advertising to educate the public to the
services offered. The growing variety of uses of the
telegraph are not recognized by the average person. Tele-
graph companies have been content to give their sales talks
personally to the large business organizations and do not
seem to recognize that the largest potential users of the
telegraph, society, has been scarcely touched.
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Of course improvements c».n be made in all
the services rendered by the communications corporations.
On the whole, however, the author believes that the corpor-
ations have the right idea in viev/ when they determine that
the best possible services shall be rendered and then fix
the price accordingly. However, the policy of two companies
as pictured by the enormous reserve accounts shown by the
American Telephone and Telegraph and the comparatively large
surplus account on the books of the Western Union wouli indi-
cate that the rates might be reduced to a considerable extent
without impairing the financial stability of either companies.
Competition offered the cables by the radio industry and the
corresponding reduction in rates In cables justify the con-
clusion that cable rates should have come dovm before they
did. The companies operating cables are still healthy and
there are no indications that the future holds anything but
prosperity.
It is recognized that many people are dependent
on the dividenfl payments of the American Telephone and Tele-
graph and that in securing financial stability as a requisite
tc meeting this obligation, large reserves had to be built
up, Hov/ever , are these reserves not more than are actually
needed? That is the question that must be answered. In
the case of the Western Union -ve find that a large surplus
account was built up but that no dividend has been declared
recently. It may be that liquid funds have not been availarle.
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The Postal Telegraph is the underdog. They have not made
income meet expenses for a long tine. They have advertised
extensively. They have tried in mapy ways, both on and off
the books to make both ends meet. Still they shov/ a hijige
loss. The question is, in this case, should the v/eaker
company be permitted to survive and show large losses? Or
should the company be absorbed by the larger and financially
sounder telegraph company?
Plant^j" The telephone company is the only communication's com-
pany, except the post office, v/hich reaches to almost every
corner of the United States, The other communications in-
dustries are only located where there is enough business for
them to survive. However, practically "every telephone is
a telegraph office." The telegraph companies, do not tell
you that you may have to pay a toll charge to reach the tele-
graph office. Another factor that cannot be overlooked is
that the telephone gives twenty four hour service; the tele-
graph, except in the larger cities, is only available v/hen
business v/arrants it.
The telephone has problems peculiar to itself.
As you increase the nunber of phones in operation in a given
exchange or territory, you increase the cost per phone. This
is made necessary by the increasing difficulty of enlarged
exclianges and complex wiring. It is well recognized tliat
service in a small conmiunity costs less than service in a
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metropolitan area. Suppose we were to superimpose on the
present American telephone system a second system, non-con-
necting, and competing v/ith the system nov/ in existence.
Of course it would be unsatisfactory. Service mir^ht be cheap
er but v/e also have the fact arising that costs would be less
due to the above statement. It might be advantageous to a
small group but not to society as a whole. Today in the
United States there is only one system which is competing
with the Bell system. The Keystone Telephone Company is
the one. It operates in Philadelphia, This concern has only
about 45,000 phones and has no connection with the 3ell system
It is quite obvious that they must soPner or later be either
absorbed or connected to the Bell system.
The telegraph situation presents an entirely
different picture from the unification of the telephone. The
are tv/o competing companies maintaining offices, wires and
personnel. Wot only this, but they maintain wires along
identically the same routes as the telephone lines. Tele-
phone lines can be used for a dual purpose without the least
impairment of efficiency- telephone and telegraph. Thus
we have the telegraph set coming under the category of
unnecessary equipment. The argument might be raised that
one of the systems might break dovm, Hov/ever, this argument
is negligible because a town generally has more than one set
of wires leading to it. There are generally at least a set
of v/ires coming in, and another set going out. Thud
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communication may be maintained at all times through"alter-
nate routes". Another argument against this point might
be raised because the telegraph wires are generally a part of,
or along the railways. Railroads generally wish their own
system of communication between stations, independent of
other means. Hov/ever, if all systems were combined, it
would be advantageous for the communication system to give
the railroad an attractive enough rate for the use of channels
in the v/ires to deter them from maintaining their own system.
If the systems were combined there would be
the necessity of either scrapping all the present available
wires of the telegraph systems or maintaining them although
unneeded in a unified telephone and telegraph set-up as fall-
backs and/or for future expansion. The question arises,
would they become obsolete if they v/ere kept up for a long
pei^iod of time? Loading devices are used to a great extent
on the present system of wires. Indications are, that
through the use of permalloy or some other discovery that
these devices will be done away with and the wire itself will
be made to carry the message faster.
Taking over the v;ires of the telegraph com-
panies by the telephone company would not add to the efficien-
cy of the telephone because the telephone system has need of
different types of ^ares and loading devices than are used
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in telegraphic communications. However, it is recognized
that the telegraph can use telephone circuits v/ithout
additions of expensive equipment.
It must be noted here, that telephone
communications are primarily local in character; telegraph
communications are for long hauls. As the distance grows,
so do the ad-trantages of the telegraph from the rate stand-
point. There is a minimum charge which it costs to handle
a message. This is due to the complex handling of each mes-
sage. The distance a message goes is immaterial except that
the v/ires are tied up while the message goes over them. In
other words it might be said that in the telegraph industry
the use of the plant is the basis.
Let us look at the number of, and the duplica-
tion of telephone and telegraph offices. Telephone business
offices are not as a rule located in strategic positions on
"Main Street" so that customers are attracted, Telegraph
offices are so located. The present system shows that there
is duplication of at least 1,500 telegraph offices exclusive
of the telephone althgether. The Western Union maintains
about 21,000 offices; the Postal Telegraph, 1,500, The
annual census for ^eleohones and Telegraph for 1932 showed
that the telephone company's central offices throughout
the United States totaled approximately 19,228, Exchanges
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are generally combined in the same building v/ith the
business office, '^he statistics do not define a central
office. Instead of combining telegraph with the telephone
offices it would be better that the present operating
headquarters remain as at present but that the business
officejshould be moved into the telegraph office. Perhaps
pay phones might be installed in the telegraph offices so
that it might be called a true communications center. The
only thing lacking would be the mails in the system.
There is duplication of personnel to handle
the work novi/ done. The present telegraph operator has little
idle time. He must be on his toes every minute. There
would be little gain to the country as a whole at this ti.xe
to place a v/hole telegraph system out of work, Thi dis-
placed labor, could, if made necessary by the elimination
of competition, be taken on in Extending telegraph service
to communities not now served. The writer does not believe
that there would actually be a great displacement of labor
by combining systems of communication because the largest
force of the telegraph is found in the commercial department
and traffic department which v/ould be necessary even if
systems should combine.
Gables have high initial costs but compara-
tively low operating costs. Radio costs reverse this, Cn the
whole radio costs are cheaper than cable. But secrecy is
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lacking. Cable circuits may be cut in time of v/ar, or
accidents may happen to cables v/hich would mean long
delays ajid interruption of communication. Radio is
fine for conmiuni eating to territories inaccessible to wires
and where business does not mrrant the capital outlay for
the contruction of wires. The present set-up is of compe-
titive duplication v/hich has brought about a reduction in
rates. Even so there is much time idle in the equipment
of both cable and radio. They are not worked at their
maximum capacity. The question may be asked, is this
idle plant justifiable?
Attitude of the Government- The anti-trust laws have pro-
bably been the first and greatest large obstacle In prt-
venting our telephones and telegraph system to combine*
Couple this with acts preventing the merging of wire and
wireless companies, we have an effective legal barrier.
We see the main reason why they do not
wish the wireless to merge in cable interests as first,
m-ilitary; second economic. This military part of the
program is that the British dominated the cables for majiy
years, §a demonstrated by our dependence on the British
during the war, in foreign coinmunications . At the close
of the war, when it was evident that British capital was
about to dominate the radio field, a boost from the United
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States government put us into the v/ireless point-to-
point coinmuni cat ions business but with the stipulation
that cable and radio companies not be permitted to con-
solidate least they should in turn be dominated by for-
eign interests.
The divorce of the 'Western Union from Amer-
ican Telephone and Telegraph was purely an anti-trust mea-
sure. Postal interests v/ere getting the worst of the
bargain and it was necessary for the government to inter-
vene to preserve competition.
The divorce of R.CA, from being owned by
General Electric, Y/estern Electric and allied electrical
Industries was exactly what General Harbord, President
of R.CA wished. The R.CA, started as a communications
industry and a place where patents could be held and pooled.
Eventually the other fields produced so much income that
instead of the dog wagging the tail, the tail was v/agging
the dog. In other words the mainstay of the industry became
anything but communications. The governments attempt here
was not 30 much to effect the communication of intelligence
by radio but its concern v/as with the manufacturing and
licensing practices of the business.
The government's attitude in regards to
consolidation of communication or their unification has
been justified. She has permitted telephone companies to
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to consolidate, thus producing a unified communication
system by telephone in the country. It would obviously
be unfair for one of the telegraph companies to be allowed
to consolidate with the telephone interests leaving the
other one out in the cold. The best move that could be made
in the consolidation of the communications system, if we are
to preserve any semblance of competition is to allow the
telegraph companies to consolidate. They are not so much
concerned today with competition with each other but they
are atteir^jting to retain and win business done by telephone.
Telegraph managers have not to argue and show the superiority
of the Postal against the Western Union or vice versa as
much as to attemrit to get their customers to show their ohone
bills, and then as experts in communication, to sell the
consumers on the idea of the telegraph over the telephone in
certain instances. They point out the cheapness of the
telegraph. Would not there be a better chance of meeting
this competition if they were consolidated? There still
would be competition not only with the telephone pitted against
the telegraph but also the teletype of the telephone companies
against the telegraph.
Means of Obtaining Coordination- There are many ways of uni-
fying the system of communications. For instance there might
be the use of holding companies. Mergers might talve place.
Certain companies may withdraw from a part of their work they
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are doing thus leaving the field alone to another company.
The corporate entities may be kept as at present and the use
of and interchange of equipment might take place by leases
under reasonable rates which vrould be fair to the lessor and
low enough to deter the lessee from construction and ma.in-
tenance of expensive additional equipment which -vould have,
as its function, a duplication of the oresent system.
Licensing arrangements might be -vorked out for developments




Shall we or shall we not have unification
of communications? How shall it be attained? Shall
there by any restrictions on the unification? These are
the questions we must ans'er. Instead of giving total
unfications of our telephone, telegraph, cable and radio,
I shall offer a compromise. Here are two specific recom-
mendations:
1. Consolidate all the telephone companies under one head
(not merely unify, as at present) and make them strictly
a telephone monopoly,
2, Cons olidate telegraDh, cable and wireless facilities.
Give over to the telegraph companies the teletype and the
teletype exchanges. With this in their hands they may be
able to compete with the telephone interests.
Not Total Unification- Man is inherently selfish. If v/e
eliminate competition altogether we shall eliminate the
life of trade. Past experience has shown this. There
would be nothing that would take initiative out of a large
corporation's endeavors quicker than a complete monopoly
without some fear or threat of competition instilled in
its"soul".
A gigantic corporation, such as would come
into existence, if all the communications services and com-
panies were permitted to consolidate 'vould not be amenable
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to the government. The United States sovernment has yet to
learn how to regulate competition so as to make it fair and
just. If it cannot regulate com-oetition, ho-v could it regu-
late a monopoly v/hich would have po er and functions on a
-pi^v
with the government. For insbance, look at the enormous
number of stockholders in these communication industries.
True, that theoretically we are all owners of the United
States, Hov/ever, the United States does not pay us dollar
and cent dividends for v/hat it takes from us in the form of
taxes. We contribute to an industry because we know v/e shall
get some return, or at least expect some monetary return.
We contribute to our government, on the whole, because v/e
have to.
If there ?/ere unification of all the systems
of communication would not the consumer, eventually have to
bear the cost of scrapping one or more plants? It is admit-
ted that these plants of the telegraph companies are unneces-
sary when it comes to duplication of wires. But other equip-
ment and organization would have to be used as formerly.
It might be said that there would be no
competition in International coinmunications but there would be.
The cables would still have the radio telephone of the
telephone system to vie with.
Unification of Telegraph, Gable and '.'ireless- 3y unifica-
tion of telegraph, cable and wireless is meant the consolida-
tion of the V/estern Union; R.C. A.; Commercial Cables; Commer-
cial Pacific Cables and Mackay Telegraph and Radio. This
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does not mean that the whole of the International Telephone
and Telegraph v/ould be taken over. If we included the
whole of International Telephone and Telegraoh there might
arise the question of whether the company v/as o./ned and con-
trolled in the United States or through foreign capital.
In order that there should be no question in the matter it
is suggested that the companies named should be divorced from
the parent corporation and another corporation formed with
only American interest, except possibly v/here cables touch
other soil. Other connections, that is connections by radio
should be by agreement and notjby ownership of subsidiaries in
foreign lands.
Such a combination would save the main comi
petitive duplications existing in communications outside of
the telephone field. By including the direct teletype
communication, in the set-up, it would put each of the Indus-
tries on more nearly equal footing. This could be done
either by buying out the interests of the telephone coiiroany
in teletype operatiohs, by leasing their present system from
the American Telephone and Telegrar)h at a nominal figure or
by setting up a subsidiary to perform the operations of the
teletype field. Present telegraphic layout puts so-called
simplex machines in customers offices. These machines are
practically the same as teletype equipment. If these machines
were placed on an exchanged system as well as serving the
functions of sending and receivinT telegrams from a main office
in a given community, there would be more nearly harmony.
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Through a combination of the four means of
communication mentioned there would be effected a saving of
the necessity of constructing additional plant and equipments
Such a system would take care of the operations of the
telegraph field for many years to come unless the telegraph
officials became so aggressive that they developed additional
sources of revenue and encrouched on the telephone file to
such an extent as would make additions necessary at an early
date. The savings would in the main be in the form of office
rents, Hov/ever, it would be unwise to do away with the
duplicating charging arrangements in effect between the tele-
phone and the telegraph companies.
There would be a saving in personnjl, not in
the actual operation performed but in the higher officers
and salaried officials. This saving could be used to ex-
tend the service to many more communities.
Such a combination yould produce a saving in
capital and produce more stability of earnings. It would
give a chance for the telegraph field to build up a stronger
position. Du.plicate charges would be eliminated as in effect
at the present when a comnany has no office in a given com-
munity, it is necessary to turn the message over to the
other company and thus duplicate charges are made necessary.
Through the eliminations of duplications where"
by there would be savings which could be used to extend the
system. It would not be advisable to construct nev/ lines to
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additional communities, as there are alpeady telephone lines
in existence. Still another thing, the towns which v/ould
be served may have .-ires passing through them already /hich
could be used to advantage, '2he v/ires might b^i hired from
the telephone company. If this were the case, there would
probably have to be government regulation of rates for the
telegraph wires leased from the telephone company in order
that there might be no unnecessary charges to the telegraph
company in the case of two competing companies using v/ires
in harmony. Another suggestion comes with the elimination
of competition, could not rates be reduced?
If all the coiTimunications pooled their patents,
giving only actual cost of patents as a charge to competing
companies, would there not continue research and investigation?
A suggestion might bo to examine the patent pool of the aubo-
mobile industry.
Unification of all Telephone Com-panies- It should be recommended
that the telephone companies be permitted to consolidate as
they have in the past. There is no reason to indicate that
American Telephone and Telegraph would not be the best "father"
of the telephone Indus ':.ry.
Conclusion'- The whole matter has to do with the economics
when the matter of cost of our communication system is con-
sidered. In reality ho ever, v/e must aim at the best communica-
tion system, for the good of all the people. Therefore .ve feel
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